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Credits
Dearest Reader,

I’ve begun to think of time as a circle—an endless loop of growth and love and loss, of learning 
and failing and falling and flying. We live these things over and over, with different people 
and in different places. We live them in stories and in poems, by stepping into a picture or a 
painting and letting it settle around our skin. That’s one of the coolest things about this book. 
It too creates a circle of sorts. A circle of stories pieced together across time and space. As I sit 
here, flipping through the pages, I feel the sand on my toes from beachside conversations, the 
leather of car seats rubbing against the back of my legs. I see the forest and the hills and every 
place in between. Everything, everywhere, tied together in this bundle of paper and glue. 

No words can express to you the love that I have for this book and everyone who contributed 
to it. But you’ll feel it. I—we—hid it in the binding between pages, in the little numbers that 
tell you how far you’ve come and how much further you have to go. It’s in the selection of 
every story, whether it be a photograph or a poem. It is this that I must thank our incredibly 
dedicated board members for. Lauren, John, Jordan, Tyler, Eliana, Ella, and Tikva, you 
are the heart and soul of Calliope. None of this would be here without each hour you’ve so 
thoughtfully poured into our organization. 

Many thanks also go to Aliza who always knows just what to say and just when to say it, 
flooding our Instagram with art and love. And, of course, we owe the beautiful handiwork 
of this issue to Alex, whose wealth of ideas never ceases to amaze me. You’ve brought so much 
enthusiasm for Calliope, and it shows on each page of this book.  

I’m beyond proud of Tyler, my wonderful Editorial Assistant. Watching you grow with 
Calliope has been one of the most gratifying experiences of all. I can’t wait to say “I knew 
you when” someday when I’m wandering the shelves of a bookstore. Jordan, I don’t think 
you’ll ever know how talented you are as a writer, artist, editor, Managing Editor, Editorial 
Manager, and as a person, but I’ll try to convince you anyway. You’ve shaped our journey this 
semester in indefinable ways. Calliope and I are forever grateful for your time and dedication. 

Most of all, I’d like to thank everyone who submitted this fall. If I could have continued 
on the journey of each and every piece we received this semester, I would have. Your words 
and works have shaken my world. They slip out of my pocket when I’m walking down the 
sidewalk or curled up on the couch, haunting each breath I take. They’re treasures that will 
follow me for years to come. Thank you for placing a piece of your heart in my hands. You’ll 
always hold a piece of mine. 

Love, 

Kelly Taylor
Editor-in-Chief
Calliope Art & Literary Magazine, Fall 2022
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and the little girl in the car is not asleep, though she pretends to be. 

When she peeks out the window,
she thinks:

“If the world is still around,
I will tell my children
that the fires made the sky look pretty.”

Her father is telling her a story
because he knows she is not asleep,
though she likes to pretend to be.
He knows her Pretending Days are few, anyway.

She catches him saying the phrase:
“Evil yet beautiful,”
as if they are typically mutually exclusive.

The bumping of the road makes her dizzy
(or perhaps it is the poor driving),
so she can’t pretend
as much as she would have liked. 
She splays her body out on the backseat,
because she is not of the age yet
where people start to wonder 
if they are taking up too much space.

Her mother responds to her father’s story
with a love poem.
The girl yawns.
She thinks love poetry must be so much better
to write
than to hear.

There are trucks sleeping on 
the shoulder of the I-5, 
Aiko Lozar · Poetry
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The average human eats eight spiders while sleeping in their lifetime. Humans eat 
eight spiders. Eight! I mull this over as I sit down on my bunk. It groans. A small, 
white spider crawls out from underneath it and crosses the floor. Kill it, Moth! Kill 
it! That’s me. It takes me a second to remember. I sigh and put on my flip-flops. 

On my way to the bathroom, I see a tarantula. Correction, I almost step on a taran-
tula. It sits frozen on the steps. I ask my boss to come take a look, kill it, kill it, move 
it. She takes a picture on her phone. 

The rest of that first week, I walk on eggshells, like the dirt’s glass that’ll easily 
penetrate my flimsy, but necessary, shower shoes. I’ve never been to camp before, 
never stayed anywhere without air conditioning, that isn’t walking distance from 
a Starbucks or a theme park. When I was nine years old, my dad took the trash out 
without my knowledge, and I sank into a puddle on the floor. I thought I’d been 
abandoned. I didn’t have sleepovers until my teen years, didn’t leave my parents’ side 
until college. I’m lame, shy, underqualified. What am I doing here?

I come back to my bunk at night, pull back my covers, point my flashlight at the 
“mattress” like an accusatory finger. I scream. I don’t mean to. It’s only a house spider, 
brown, average size, unassuming. But the scream’s been pent up all week. What’s 
wrong, Moth? My bunkmate, Toadstool, shouts from across the cabin. Her name 
isn’t really Toadstool, either. I don’t know her name. She comes up behind me and 
shoos it away with a broom. I give her a grateful smile. She goes to bed. 

Week three, I throw a bee. The sun is piercing. I’m watching my sunburn form at 
time-lapse speed. My hands, sticky, sparkly, casualties of the Glitter Terrorist. She 
didn’t like her craft and took it out on my new skirt. She’s nine and an evil bitch. 

I’m putting away the tub of glue when, on my arm . . . a bee. Moth, there’s a bee! I 
set down the glue and throw the bee. I grasp his fat body, his stinger between my 
fingers and throw. I don’t get stung. I’m impressed. That’s not the rules, Moth. You’re 
supposed to walk in a zigzag until the bee can no longer track your scent. He just 
thinks you’re a flower, Moth. Oh yeah? Go fuck yourself and sweep up your mess. 

Moth
Abby Kozel · Experimental Fiction

Tourists 
Emily Joslin · Photography
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The Hive
Catie Slater · Gouache

Everyone stay in your cabins. If you leave at all tonight, bring a flashlight, bring a 
buddy. I hang up the phone. Who was it, Moth? No one, go to bed. Someone in 5 
said there’s a rattlesnake in the craft room. That’s ridiculous, there is not. There was. 

I trek down the mountain at 11:57 pm, flashlight in hand, Toadstool at my side. She 
was my bunkmate, but now she’s in 5, I’m in 4. Not that it matters, nothing does. 
No one’s in the same cabin twice. No one moves in or gets cozy. And, still, no one 
knows my name. It didn’t bother me at first, being Moth. But, now, I’m not me.

I never would’ve braved a rattlesnake. But Moth did. She was so concerned with 
leaving the cabin, getting a break. She was so ready to hear her own thoughts again 
that she didn’t care. Or maybe, she wasn’t desperate. Maybe she was brave. 

The rest is an action movie montage. Flick the spider, fish the bee out of the pool. 
No, I’m not gonna kill that stink bug, walk around it. You’re homesick? Oh, and so 
are you? I’ll talk to you each outside in five-minute shifts. When you’re done being 
homesick, go to bed. I trade my favorite skirt for my least favorite shorts. Moth digs 
Goodwill graphic tees. 

I come back to my bunk. It’s the last night, but it feels ordinary. I pull back my 
covers. Point my flashlight at the “mattress” like a finger, no longer accusatory, just 
out of habit. Then, someone taps my shoulder and I jump. A girl from my cabin, 
twelve years old, stands behind me. You almost gave me a heart attack. I sit on the 
edge of my bed, and she sits too. 

It had landed on her finger. A little silver moth. It’s a moth, just like you. Isn’t it 
pretty? Its wings are iridescent, and the moonlight hits them perfectly from the 
windowsill, forming a rainbow inside them. It’s simple and unassuming, like all the 
spiders, bees, stink bugs, and decapitated lizards I’ve evicted before. And it made her 
think of me, in a positive way, and it was so exciting that she thought of me, that she 
showed me, and now she associates moths with me. And I, her. And this summer, 
and this whole goddamn place. Moth almost cries. 

It flutters away, down the row of bunks. Another girl shrieks and we laugh. Yes. 
Yes, it is.
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As I mindlessly watch the television scroll from channel to channel, I wonder how 
it always seems to know what to show me. Impossible to differentiate between pro-
grams, lights and sounds blend into an unintelligible mess. The noise from the air 
filter doesn’t help. I turn away from the screen, moving in circles to clear my head.

Floating around my home, I’m surprised by nooks and crannies I forgot had existed. 
I should know this place better; it has been a good while since I moved in. Though, 
I’ve never been good at keeping time. Houseplants wave at me as I pass by. Have I 
ever seen them before? I must have at some point . . . 

No matter. My head’s feeling better, but now my stomach is acting up. Have I eaten 
today? I should get some food. I make my way to the door.

Wait, is the TV still on? I wonder what’s showing right now.

Oh . . . oops.

I knocked some pebbles over. I should clean that up.

Crap . . . my stomach. I hurry to the door. Oh wait, I forgot, my house doesn’t have 
a door—only walls of glass. I’m so hungry, what do I do?

There’s a tap at the glass.

Oh! Thank goodness.

The man outside the window never forgets to feed me.

Glass House
Colton Reiher · Flash Fiction

You’re still the face that comes to mind
when they ask me to write about love— 
how could it not be you?
You let me have the booth side on our weekend trips to IHOP,
         went out of your way to fix my slightly askewed jacket collar,

insisted on carrying the golden keychain I made you even when we fought 
             because “you always wanted a piece of me close to you.”
The memories make it impossible for 
my heart to catch on to what
my brain has already figured out. 
I’m left in the ruins of vanilla 
coffee mate creamer wrappers and 
a graveyard of yellow heart emojis—
knowing that the journal I gave you to sort out the thoughts 
you couldn’t share (even with me) and
the money I collected so you could get a car
were all bricks in the fantasy castle
I constructed out of my imagination,
right? That’s what you would call it—
if you ever dared to call anyway.
It all seems impossible when I think about
how none of it was real to you.
None of the the late night drives in your dad’s minivan, 
reeking of McDonald’s oil, none of the
staring at the night sky, divulging our secrets 
as if we were the only people to ever do that, none of the
saying I love you like a backhanded compliment, none 
of the touching my face in public, acting 
like it was just another facet of our friendship—
nothing left but me
and my plastic spoon, desperately
trying to dig myself out of the tower of leftover
pancakes and sticky butter pecan syrup
you drowned me in.

Oil Stains
Gabby Toczek · Poetry
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Refractions of a Broken Heart

Aliza Shiah · Photography

i’ll envision a home where i am safe and loved and safe and loved and safe and loved
a burning fireplace

a blue second-hand rug
a sunken brown couch

the bent plastic christmas tree
the kitchen where i am cooking us good food as you chop the carrots and the celery and

you’ll smile every time i ask you to pass the salt for the soup
and every time you’ll bump my hip and brush my knuckles spilling morton all over

all of our friends are drumming their fingers on the tabletop and singing along to the
nameless song playing from the old speaker that fades off into the background

and once a song you love starts to play you’ll stop to drop the knife and take my hand
and i couldn’t ask for anything else

in this dim kitchen where i am feeding the mouths of those i love and dancing on the
moonlit tile

with you
with everyone

gathered around
laughing like the world isn’t so bad when we are all together

and the persimmons are perched on the counter
ready for eating

after I have picked the  
persimmons off the tree

Eliana Nava · Poetry
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How apt of Proust
To see the power latent in something so unassuming
As the memories spring forth
A leaky faucet
Striking adder
The path of time is unstable
Crooked not linear
Like noodles twirled around a fork
Always the risk of slipping away
Lost and indistinguishable
Forgotten memories drip unbidden
When did this happen? I can’t recall
Memories that never were
Memories rewritten
Flowing forth with the ferocity of an open wound
Sprayed along the inside of my skull like a crime scene
I melt
 
The madeleines are stale
The stars outside are dull, a movie backdrop
Sterile lighting needles at the retinas
The flat end of the Madeleine still in my hand
A perfect hump cut short of its peak
The kitchen is empty
And we have never met

Restrained laughter reverberating through the kitchen
Afternoon sun pouring through the blinds
Fleeting kisses pressed to my wrists
A veiled excuse to taste the sugar ghosting my skin
Ignite a Maillard reaction within my heart
And caramelize the sinewy, iron-clad chambers
It’s been a while since I had an audience
For a ritual so mundane
Metal against metal
Echoes fading
Little cakes in suspension
A delicate morsel held between slim fingers
My lips close over crisp, scalloped edges
A beheading
A puff of steam
As it exhales its last breath
 
You’re all too happy to indulge in the fruits of my labor
I can’t fault you, to do something well is to do it perfectly
A reverent priestess offering the simple temptations of the living
The taste of clover honey on your tongue
It’s an inoffensive sweetness
Perhaps one day I can try something new
Amber, manuka, orange blossom, chestnut
Your lips pucker
An unexpected tartness
I can’t help but smile
You hadn’t seen me zesting
The skin of an orange and lemon
Flaying citrus hide till flesh barely peeks
Through the pith
My predecessors would chastise me for such indulgence, a stone’s leap from sin

Bitches Love Madeleines
Linley Munson · Poetry
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Taurus
Sam Andrus · Digital Art

Girls with deep voices.
Penis girls. My heart swoons.
I only want to be around trans girls,
now and forever. Until death. If only
there were enough of us. Self-replicating
girls. Girls made of plastic and metal. 
Girls made of silicon. Hologram girls. 
Pink is so 2000s. We want infrared. 
We want ultraviolet. We want the full
electromagnetic spectrum as our own.
X-ray girls. Gamma ray girls.
Girls that will straight up kill you
with enough exposure. Girls
that don’t exist. Hyperreal girls. 
Girls made of spectacle and spiro. 
Girls crawling like snails, leaving mucus
trails behind. Girls summoned
in a circle of salt. Girls refusing to go
home. Girls who exist as darkness.
Girls made of malice. Hatred
given form. Spite condensed into sprite.
Girls with soul to spare. Girls headless,
dripping blood. Girls with wounds. 
Girls who cannot die. Girls who cannot
be killed. Girls who are ideas. Girls
made of memes. Girls who pass through
a dual-slit screen. Girls who become wave
or particle depending on who’s watching.
Girls who were predicted by the Standard Model.
Girls who feel more natural existing in a state
of probability. Girls who have a known speed
and unknown position. Girls colliding
in a shower of quarks and neutrinos. Girls
whose existence science is just now confirming.
Girls whose lives are the dreams of a butterfly.

Types of Girls 
Jay Dye · Poetry
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                                                                                               an  apologetic  accent      
                                              
 
          in  the   scent                  shadows                                     what is left but 
 
                                                 

 shadows   who beat                     the tongue                 a piñata ghost                                                 
                                 
                                 
                     tongue 
                                                 
                                              
                               MY TONGUE!
                                                 
                                             
                                              to make sound                          
                                              

                                                          an only sound     
                   
                                                                       only     
                                                                       sound           

                                                                   with no                     
                                                                           

                                                                                  no sounds.
             
                                                                                                       

  
                                                       
                                                   
 

       

 fingers  kneading    in              and       out.                            palms
        
            urging them to 
 
 dig
            dig         deeper      in
 
                                        to
 
 s            t                 r                     e                     t                      c                    h 
 
                  h
                        e 
 
       cave of veins 
                         unplug                    the  maze                              
 
                that tingles these hands 
                                                 
                                                      to quiet the nest inside that mouth
                                          
 
                                                            
           THAT MOUTH!    
 

            
          a   house         howling at the  tombs          where      saliva slips sips    of sleeping juice    
 
            
              another potion in                          yes. 
             
                                                                                                                              again                                             
               
              
          

What sits between these fingers?
Emily Velasquez · Experimental Poetry
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why won’t you stop spinning?
Halle Ahn · Ink

There is a boy who gives me his arms 
and i trace his tattoos with my index finger. 
Static. i’m skimming the surface of his skin. 
He’s smiling at me, but i do not raise 
my head. Instead, i am captivated by the 
faded technicolor, the intricate ink’s design
i asked him what animal was on my finger. It’s a fox.
Cool, i said, and he replied, thank you.
(i wonder what he thinks of me, if at all)

There is a boy who picks me up on a May morning
in a dark red car and we get lost. We forget 
where it’s parked. He’s a bit taller than i remembered. 
The sun has made him sluggish. His hair is messy, 
his sunglasses, smudged. We ran to his car and his
keys fell out of his pocket. Upon finding them, we
embraced ourselves in a good, brotherly fashion.
(i was too naive to know better)

There is a boy who takes me to the park
in the dead of night. Under a splintered moon,
he lights his white cylinder, like a candle,
and blows this thick cloud of gray air. He gestures me 
to take it, but right before i decline, he starts coughing
laughing, sighing. i think he’s mine. 
(i never see him again)

Can you feel it? This electricity pulsating from
the simple touch, the simple distance between
one boy and another? I have no Bible. This is all 
that I have known. From Adam to Eros to Vuong.
This scandalous guilt, this innocent pleasure; 
there is no peace once you come to love other men.

Boys, boys, boys
Owen Lucas Agbayani · Poetry
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If I knew where you went maybe
the minimalist-tiled-floored God would give it
a rest & leave the decor up to me

The room with all of the alien equipment
was the most fun but the bulldozer never quite liked
Dance Dance Revolution like you & I

I now leave the ice machine going because the
carpet swallows the wetness all the way through
clenched fibers knowing that this is the last time that

I am torn between loving & leaving.

Because escape was all I asked for
instead I got hypercartooncorporatism
& high blood pressure yet

I miss you still.

The smell of spilled jalepeño juice &
Ripped XL surgery-grade gloves &
Old Spice Fiji never quite left my clothes

Because losing you is a promise we never pinky sweared on.

All I ask is that you leave me the moldy Hi-C cartridge
& the martian technology & the broken projector
in the forward bulkhead of theater 3 & last:

the memory the carpet holds.

Extinction is almost a promise
when acid-doused party monsters
crunch under swampy Converse

Science Fiction & Space Discos
The Odyssey has rereleased &
I am the Chosen One to tell you that

this mess is both yours & mine.

The glimmer on my lips is half spit
half flavacol with only a third
of your tongue moving to lick it off

& there is a piece of red confetti stuck
inside the crevice of your crooked left
front tooth beside the protruding right one

I want to slip my index finger into
the damp open pinkness just to
shove more of the premasticated colors in

Sometime in the mesh of beiges of 2001
you took our brand-new spaceship out for a
Joyride & crashed it into Segue 2—

You are nowhere & everywhere now.

The big screen is not big enough to hold
all of the love I have for how your buttered
thumbprints steered my greasy elbows

or how the admission ticket never had
enough space for my love letter to the
kernels that litter your neck like planetesimals

Movie Theater Carpets
Eliana Nava · Poetry
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Sweet Tooth
Catie Slater · Colored Pencil

No, I’m serious. I wish 
the stranger sitting next to me 
in this dimly lit cafe 
would tap me on my broad, burnt shoulder
and say “you’re ugly.”
Then I would know for sure—
I wouldn’t be so caught up in the 
red rat’s nest of my hair,
I wouldn’t spend 45 minutes picking an outfit just to pull 
the perfectly ironed top over my stomach,
I wouldn’t be concerned  if my left eyebrow hairs were sticking
up higher than the ones on the right.
I might actually enjoy myself when I go out—
I may notice how perfect 75 degrees 
feels on my freckled arms and bare legs
instead of worrying if the boys crossing the street
are laughing at my thighs, I may 
lift my head off the ground
long enough to see 
that the jacarandas are in bloom, maybe
I could stop scrounging for compliments
as if my life depended on it. Maybe 
I could actually be friends with one guy without letting my mind morph feelings onto them, 
maybe I would stop asking them what I am on a scale from one to ten, maybe 
I would start looking for more than
someone who just finds me attractive,
and what is attractive anyway?
I didn’t feel flattered when 
you said I was hot—
do I even want to be hot?
You finally broke down the last wall of friendship, 
laid next to me on top of my green velvet sheets, 
uttered the words “it feels like I already love you,”
and I couldn’t stop thinking about how 
it made me feel like a singular lego piece—
plastic and stiff.
I wish I was kissed at 16
when I didn’t notice the way my tired curls frayed or
the microscopic difference between my eyebrows—
I would even settle for not being kissed at all.
Mostly, I wish that you called me ugly that night
instead of putting your lips on mine.

Would Somebody Tell Me I’m Ugly Please
Gabby Toczek · Poetry
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Her favorite color is purple, I think, I think. The color of wealth and luxury. 
The color of magic and spirituality. I bring gifts, offerings, clusters of amethyst 
because I know she likes stones, bundles of sage because I know she likes to burn. 

Her address is only a few blocks away, but the afternoon seems to fade faster as 
I approach the black iron fence. I search for the loose bar, seventeenth down from 
the gate, and wiggle it out of place, just like she told me to. The space between is 
smaller than I thought it would be, but I turn my shoulders, hold my breath, and 
manage to slip through the fence even though the bars press against my back and 
chest like they never want to let me go. I replace the loose bar and find the door with 
her number on it, sixth down the row on the right. The door creaks open when I 
knock, so I step inside, calling out her name like a vow. 

Her apartment is a steamy jungle: palms with long fronds arch from the ground 
in green towers; spindly spider plants and clumps of vines cluster around windows, 
choking out the late light. Though I have not been here before, my feet know the 
way through her maze, twisting between pottery and jewel-toned cushions. Brass 
censors hang on chains from the ceiling, weeping with amber smoke like dark vanilla. 
Music shakes out of speakers so blown that the sound is incomprehensible, the leaves 
trembling with every pound of the bass. A heartbeat burns in my chest, buzzes in 
my bones. No words, no sounds, only feelings vibrating through my core. I call for 
her again, the syllables rolling over my tongue like syrup.

There she stands, at the end of the hall, so much larger here than she is in our 
lecture class. She sits three seats down from me on the right, always two minutes late; 
her Docs squeaking on the linoleum floor. She is barefoot now. I want to contort 
my body to fit within her shadow. My eyes burn, and she seems to split, two women 
where there was one. A double exposure, intertwined. 

She beckons me into her bedroom, or maybe they beckon me into their bed-
room. In the haze of the burning incense, it is hard to tell where one begins and 
the other ends. They are twin heads of Hecate, tongues forked and dripping fire. 
I feel ill before I even step through the door, but a strange compulsion draws me 
forward, my legs moving one after the other after the other. Each breath is like a 
pull of wine, thick and dark down my throat. She—they stare at me between sheer 
swaths of amethyst and magenta draped from the ceiling, two—four eyes burning 
holes through indigo fabric. 

Heliotrope / Kalopsia
Jordan Sapp · Fiction

When I look into their—her eyes, my legs buckle and I fall to my knees. I am 
blank; I do not know if my body is my own anymore. The room is dark and flickering 
with Christmas lights and candles, their scent mingling with the incense, intoxicating 
the very air. She approaches me as I kneel prostrate, grasping my face with a hand 
that has too many fingers. My vision shakes, her two heads swimming into one and 
back again. Her eyes change colors every time she blinks; rich brown, matte black, 
navy blue, deep eggplant. Irises lined with amber, bright amber, like the gold rings 
clustered on her fingers. I feel like I have been staring at her forever, hypnotized by 
the shadows of her lashes for a little eternity. 

I want to eat you, she says, voice lilting and layered. I want to cover your body with 
mine and consume you. 

I shudder, open-mouthed, until they let me go with such force that I fall to the 
ground. I feel love like madness. Love bred in the darkness, watered with the bitter 
drippings of jealousy and fed with the brine of shame. Love like infatuation, love 
like subjugation. 

I curl onto my side as it eats me; a sick animal gnashing its gums on my intestines, 
pulling apart tissues in fibers. 

I want to drink your tears and climb inside you until we are one being. 
Love like obsession. 
They kneel over me, dark hair skittering over my skin like insect legs. Revulsion 

rises in my throat, and I turn my face into the carpet. 
You are a construct, they whisper in my ear, voice now warped flat and rasping. 

Built from ribs and clay. 
The hair on my arms stands on end. 
God laughs at you. 
A moan escapes my throat, the low cry of an animal caught in a trap as it bleeds 

into the dirt. Rugburns bleeding into the carpet. Grabbing my face again, harder this 
time, they wrench my head towards her, fingers pressing through my cheeks into the 
spaces between my jaws. Her earrings clink softly together, musical accouterments. 
I wonder if she knows my name the way that I know hers, if she tastes the letters as 
they leave her throat, if she practiced saying it in the mirror before I knocked on her 
door. They lean closer closer, love like despair, and pour incense down my throat, 
sticking my tongue to the roof of my mouth. 

My eyes stream as the smoke snakes through my lungs and settles in my stom-
ach, my sinuses searing as the excess spills out of my mouth and nose. Her—their 
hands slide over my body as I lay gasping, nails like claws tracing the veins beneath 
my skin. Love like loathing. 
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They press fingers into the divots between my ribs, and my body arches toward 
her as if a string has been pulled taut from my shoulder blades. Their lips burn my 
mouth, and it terrifies me to know that I will do anything she wants me to. 

You’re too fucked up for anyone to love you. Looking the way you do, mouth twisted 
down and ugly.

They release me, and I fall, my spine hitting the carpet with enough force to 
leave me breathless. I squint up at her, arms outstretched and grasping, but my eyes 
are clouded with the taste of her; like smoke and wilted rose petals.

Do not look at me, they hiss. She forces my head to the side with the palm of 
her hand.

Pottery crashes and breaks with a musical clatter. Orchids drape across my 
vision, their fat petals sweating with dew. I long to eat them, crush their perfect 
petals between my teeth. Crush her between my teeth. They straddle me, one hand 
still pressed to my face, the other tracing the tendons in my neck. 

Black hole. Parasite. We must destroy you before you consume us. 
Their hands grasp my neck, gentle at first and then choking choking there is 

pressure around my neck what did I do to deserve this why does she hate me so much 
all I want is for her to hold me.

My arms swing out in a morbid imitation of a snow angel, desperate, scrabbling. 
My left hand reaches reaches connects and there is a pottery shard in my palm and 
I swing it upward and her body leaches from mine and there is blood and air and 
breathing again. 

She crouches, curved inwards, hand over her eye. Blood the color of smashed 
plum curls around the curve of her jaw, drips, splats. I shudder into a sitting posi-
tion, pressing my hand to my tender throat, heart throbbing in my neck. We stare 
at each other panting, both rabbits, both cornered. Her eyes are slick with unshed 
tears, and it is my fault. Hands and knees, I crawl towards her, bring my face to her 
face. I inhale her smell, press my tongue to her cheek—lick. 

The blood only tastes like blood: metal and animal meat.

David
William Malk II  · Oil Painting, 40’’ X 30’’
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i don’t know why i remember
the two wild pigs lying dead in
the middle of the road that morning,
but i hate to think that i didn’t think
of them again all day. the way they were
draped across the faded dashed line
like coats fallen out of a truck bed, rising
over the tar, and lonely. eight past six.
leaned over to see.
the kind of thing i might remember with a sort of
outrageous clarity for the rest of my life, to
make up for that one day i forgot.
guilt works like that for me.
forty-five degrees fahrenheit on the road and
two and a half souls ascending up into
the cold.
i provide the half.

to provide the half
Keira Deer · Poetry

Proverbs 15:3
The eyes of the Lord are in every place. Watching the evil and the good.

Rhythmic stomps of pale-faced high schoolers flood the football bleachers. 
Chants echo off the chain link fences, held together by decade-old gum and rust. 
Rah rah, we want more. Rah rah, Christ is Lord. We are asked to silence ourselves 
for the prayer prior to the game. Father xxxxxx asks us to listen for God and that 
God will answer. 

Hymns fall from speakers in crackling notes. Friends of mine have described 
this as silk-sheet harps, or sudden bursts of orgasmic revelation. When I sit in silence 
for this long, I only can think of the crush I have on the boy in my precalc class. I 
will pray with fires unquenchable to make up for this.

Apologetics. Loosely defined in the $150 textbook about world religions as 
“The defense of Christianity in the face of secularism.” My class of two dozen is 
told we will enter a terrifying new world in the coming years, and we must learn 
how to defend our faith.

The Religious Woman teaching the class explains these concepts with a righ-
teous passion and punitive ferocity. Fire and brimstone seeps from her Target lipstick 
as we are warned of Cultural Marxism, a term she uses heavily but never defines. 

The teacher tells us she will not be there to protect us from bad influences and 
that we must remain steadfast. The world is the enemy, have faith in none but Him. 

I nod. 
This course is required to graduate.
Spanish III teaches us the Glory Be in Spanish. It is treated like a performance. 

More passion, feverish devotion to the one we pray to. After an arduous process, we 
are awarded for our faith. We watch an old Star Wars movie with Spanish subtitles 
since we’ve been good for the week. 

“Princess Leia es muy bonita,” the teacher reads. 
Statues of a somber Jesus litter the room. One of them watches me draw Han 

Solo into the margins of my notebook. 
A worksheet asks me how Luke is a savior figure and how Darth Vader is a 

nonbeliever. Limited Spanish vocabulary leads me to an answer of “Luke is tough 
and brave. He does not believe Darth Vader’s lies.” 

Mentiras de Vader.
Prom tastes funny in the mouth. Lukewarm lemonade poured into a dixie cup 

goes down with a tang. In the gymnasium, I see a friend kiss his girlfriend on the neck 

Theophobia
John Finnegan · Creative Non-fiction
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beneath a crucifix. A week later, he will ask me to help him with the Bible reading 
he is giving at graduation. Two weeks later, we will be at his family home, praying 
at his dinner table. A week before now, he punched me in the face after practice for 
looking at him fruity. Last night, he led a prayer for a group of children. 

The Religious Woman loves him. He is a holy man and my friend.
A priest died last week. The school and The Religious Woman hold a service in 

the quartz church that I’ve spent hundreds of hours in. Several students close to him 
tell stories of the man that they knew. Most of them claim that he saved their faith 
in confession with words of guidance that led them from their wayward lifestyles 
and onto the Holy Way. I think only of when he asked us to pray for the drones 
over Iraq to “find their mark” and when his voice boomed foul things at a cohort of 
feminist protestors. I feel I am broken because I cannot grieve for a bad man. I am 
a bad Catholic because I choose not to mourn a good priest. 

I say ten Hail Marys and four Our Fathers in the courtyard. A-men.
Nestled into the folds of our graduation robes is a rosary. Mine falls along my 

left forearm, hanging limp as we sit in fold-out chairs on the football field. Blessed 
is He who sits with patience at the throne of God. 

Everyone I know is here. Everything I fear is here. 
The Religious Woman reminds us of the evils of the world, temptations of 

sinners and sodomites, before blessing us. Our hands extend outwards to her. It is 
a ritual of divine passage to be blessed on astroturf. As she reads from her leather 
Bible, I wonder what this must feel like to a believer. The rosary is hot on my arm. 
I think it may burn through me. 

The Religious Woman says she loves us all. I will see her at the supermarket in 
two years. She will pretend not to notice me.

The rosary makes an appearance. On instinct I look for traces of zealotry. There 
are no polo-shirted preachers or soldier-esque schoolboys. Yet I still fear them. The 
thing was inside a stack of papers in my bookbag. Its beads were cracked and covered 
in bits of dust and the flakes of binder paper torn from the reem. John 14:18, inscribed 
on the cross in EB Garamond, sounds more like a line from Taken. 

Praying never did anything, but I try it. 
I ask God to please stop and leave me alone. 
God does not answer. 
I tell God I am sorry, but I am breaking up with him. 
He says nothing. 
Smiting is a quiet affair, I think. Tomorrow I will think that I see Jegudiel on 

the street, thorned whip at the ready, and brace for impact. 
Nothing will come. 
God will not respond.

I perform every day,
from sunrise to sunset, still
I mustn’t quit even while sleeping.
all must be carefully coordinated
in accordance with the Act.

I wake up and put on my costume:
a black shirt and some drab shorts,
but I dress and meet the morning.

“how are you?” they ask.
“I’m fine, how are you?”

“oh, and so and so
and la dee da.”

all the while I nod along.
I am performing well.
they do not suspect a Thing.

that Thing is beneath the Act,
so far beneath, even I do not know
what lies so deep.

It scares me in my sleep.

scene one has finished for the day,
but scene two is harsher in this play
for it is school that scares me greatly
should one figure
or blink suspicion
that I was not who I performed
it was over.

The Act
Willoh Tyler · Poetry
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math and science were comfort classes,
difficult still,
but their problems had answers. 
very keen on keeping sane,
I scratched at the chance for a simple answer.

Was I born wrong? Was my brain wrong?
What equation explains the persuasion
that I myself am not what they say I am?

english and PE were troubling times.
the latter required boyness extreme,
slapping asses and axe spray.
I choked under the weight of masculinity
so beyond my understanding. I hid and slinked by.

english troubled me because of how freeing it was,
to see a problem and have a million answers,
all correct, all nodded along
with words that flowed like songs.
I felt freer there, freer to be—which was dangerous.
did you forget the Act?

clearing my throat, 
I argued political masculinity
to mask my proclivity 
for free expression.
thanks, repression.

thanks, dad. who nodded when I told him
how guns were a man’s right
and socialism was barbarism.

thanks, mom. who told me
to keep being
the normal child.

my grades were high
and my parents satisfied.
so, should I be satisfied?

the finale, scene three
was about me
keeping that Thing in the dark.

I shrugged off my costume and climbed into bed, 
thinking thoughts that racked my head.

who was I? where am I going?
and will I perform my whole life?

will I ever be free?
free to write like I’m singing
in harmony with myself.

sleep takes; I gather the strength
to continue performing tomorrow. 
shrugging off dreams of a deeper self in me.
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 Lisa Wong · Photography

I slid my clothes off and cranked the shower knob, holding an orange in my palm, 
toes and fingertips heating up red. Brushing dirt from my wet knees. Crouching in 
the porcelain clatter, sinking my chin lower into my chest.

Silverfish climb the curtains up to the cracked ceiling. Citrus smell joins the hot steam 
between careful bites, and I watch little hairs suck down the drain in a dark whirlpool.

Glowing, red capsules churn inside me. Ten, maybe twelve. Swallowing them pill-like 
makes me less nauseous than the syrupy version, but sometimes that’s all the store 
has. Tonight is a mix of both, and the fruit hides the taste of glue.

Cut the water shivering. I lay out my towel and just sit until dry.

Seeing double now, two towels. I put on loose boxers and a long shirt. Limbs lag 
through the holes at ten frames per second. Opening the bathroom door. A dim 
night light blinks in the hallway, plugged low by The Old Woman. She’s in Hawaii 
this week. I must remember to pay her when she gets back.

There’s two doors in my room, but it’s really true, I’m not just seeing it that way. One 
to the hallway and one to the backyard. I squint at the clock by my bed and think. 
Lover Boy should be here soon. 

I hear taps at the backyard door. It’s the cat. She slinks between my legs and camps 
in the cubby of my nightstand. Only it’s not a nightstand, it’s an apple crate turned 
upright to look like a nightstand. I look outside for a sign of Lover Boy. I see grape-
fruit trees, plastic flamingos, and tarped furniture. A wheelbarrow too. No Lover 
Boy. The sky is shaded misty gray by distant stadium lights. 

I hear the hush of leaves and skin. It’s him. He emerges from the gap in the fence like 
I told him to because The Old Woman has a camera at the front door.

He calls me beautiful. He asks if my name is really Mango. Of course it is. 

Mango
Jules Raymond · Flash Fiction
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Lover Boy jumps up onto my bed. I try to do the same but I can’t feel my legs, and 
I fall.

You’re bleeding, he says. I tell my tongue to say something but no words come out. 
My head wobbles down, connected to my neck like a Slinky. He’s right. A red drop 
made it to the surface. I wipe the blood with my thumb and lick it clean, smiling 
at Lover Boy.

Lover Boy studies the way boxer fabric clings to my crotch. A coin flip for him, one 
outcome luckier than the other, wondering if I’m more boy or girl.

His hand glides under my waistband. My eyes would be shut, but I notice a dead 
bee caught in his hair. 

Lover Boy seems happy. I can’t feel what he’s doing. The red slush of cough medicine 
in my stomach turns me ghost, so he’s like a mime then. The cat watched from the 
floor and I wished she would leave, but then she jumped on Lover Boy’s head and 
ate the dead bee. I tried to laugh, paralyzed below Lover Boy and the cat. The noise 
part of the laugh came a few seconds late, brain and body lagging still.

Don’t go, Lover Boy.

Saxoholic
Mary Luyster · Mixed Media
Colored Pencil and Acrylic Paint
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Matang Namulat
Bernadine Cortina · Poetry

Kausapin mo sila
Hinahayag ng hangin 
Isalita, Ikanta
Pray, cast a spell
Place a word of offerings to the land 
Groggy, head heavy
I lift my eyes
Pero wala akong makita
The darkness and shadows are imperceptible
Though I can feel their movement around me 
Dancing, fluttering . . .
Menacingly alive, they grab me 
Bare hands cold as ice to the touch
Ay, mabigat na ang ‘yong puso, sagot nila
Pressing whispers to my ear

Kausapin mo sila 
A different voice answers
Imulat ang iyong mata 
Para di na maaring ipikit

Allow ghosts to take on different forms
Beyond just ghastly reflections in the mirror
And ghastly reflections in each other

How is it that I’ve only seen you through other eyes? 
Eyes that told me na ikahiya kita 
O masyadong masakit para tingnan nang maigi 
At ang alaala remains a site of violence
A site of struggle 
I struggle
To see you
To remember you
To love you
And I 
feel 
 painfully 

   split
Ako ang lupa nanginginig
Where tectonic plates meet and crash against each other

In this center
The land is not fully grounding
It moves and shifts . . .
And I am pulled apart and crash down in their spasms

So let me negotiate with these borderlands 
With the clash of the US empire pressed up against the Philippines
The clash between those who remember and those who forget
With the clash of the past bleeding into the 
present bleeding into the future

When histories reverberate
Sonically moving through our bodies
I ask only not to be too shaken
Not to be too fractured
Not to be too frightened

Ang matang namulat ay di na muling maipipikit1

Gift or curse?
Let it be a gift

1   This line was inspired by Vice President Leni Robredo’s words in her address to 
supporters: “Ang namulat, di na muling mapipikit. Hindi natin kailanman hahayaang 
makatulog muli ang pag-asang nagising” (9:25–9:30).

The poem holds two languages, Tagalog and English. Tagalog is my mother 
tongue, a language of my heart. It is one of many languages in the Philippines. 
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Storm
Ryan King · 3D Art
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2: 23 am.    petty heat, 
               want to compete? 
           with sweat      pools
          already growing 
     between the sheets 
   droplets cling 
   so mean to skin 
                   an  ⸺ en grossing ⸺  
                   compulsion  under  cotton 

2: 54 am.    Why so frantic? 
    Why so runny? 
   Why          t h o u g h t s 
    dripping like wet egg yolk 
     slipping between my fingertips,
                sticking to the edges,
      Why so flight-like? 
          Why so indecisive? 
     Thinking of falling still . . .
       but why?

3: 26 am.    Spiders infest
                  the top left of my chamber chest,
   Spiders fester, 
  driven by hidden anger
  as the gut dictates my behavior. 

3: 53 am.   I want to run 
  but where to?
   I would follow me everywhere 

3: 54 am.            Am I unsafe? Am I? I am 

                Agitating. 

.             What is trapped and wants to be let go? 

        Or, 

To be? 

To Night: 
Emma Warmerdam · Experimental Poetry

4: 25 am.          oh.
     the words are
      slipping

      
      
    A   w a 
                    Y

4: 26 am.                            All I see
      are the Semiotic Signs 
                  left behind.
4: 42 am.        What must it be like, to befriend the mind?

4: 43 am.       How to be alive, alone, at night. 

5: 00 am.        . . . . . . . . .

6: 00 am.       . . . . . . . . .

7: 00 am.       . . . . . . . . . 

1: 17 pm.       Will I ever get along with the night? (I’ve been fighting with it all my life) 

3: 36 pm.      Daylight:
     I remind myself that I’m fine. 
  But it’s that creeping return . . .
  Watching those shadows as they turn
    To dread.

8: 00 pm.    To  Day: 
    A butterfly blew from its intended route
     and collapsed into my pool.
    
    Wings soaking wet 
   and battling death—
  I held my breath
 
 as the sky grew 
  through shades of darker and darker blue 
                  until it adopted a milky black hue. 

    It was only then, 
     when the butterfly shuddered . . .
       
                       and flew; 
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Light 1
Bella Marinos · Ceramics

by this time it’s eleven pm and
i’m wondering how to execute the perfect
push—one good shove amongst this
crush of bodies
overladen living-brine oh,
how there are nearly eight billion humans
living and i am still learning how to be
one.
it is phenomenal how, after all this time,
i am also wondering who she is,
this girl—
i’ve occupied her body for just
so long, you’d think i recognize
the mechanics of such a thing and yet
i do not exaggerate when i say a composite of
whole years of my life is forgotten
completely,
god knows where those lost things are
but he sure doesn’t tell me.
i can’t help but think that this
is not how to be
one, single grain in endless brine, always
calculating the weight of one
perfect push
in the deep of night—
i’m not even sure this girl is
one,
maybe just
a half.

one good shove
Keira Deer · Poetry
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Every time I got sick as a kid, I saw Dr. Patel
in my head, and he gently removed the infected organ,
softly scrubbed it clean with a Colgate toothbrush and
soaked it in a silver bowl of water.
He sewed me back up, no traces of the invasion felt or seen.

I applied the imaginary salve to every ailment,
smoothing over scratchy throats, taming stubborn fevers,
emptying my overfilled stomach.
Now when my throat starts to twinge, my strongest urge is to massage it.
I crave sprawling fingers, gliding over tongue and teeth 
and the inside of my right cheek where the flesh is cut and fraying.
I want to scrape it clean with a dime like I used to the iTunes gift card 
that my cousins gave me each Christmas. A pinkie nail could work too, in a bind.

This image once offered respite, now a reminder.
I look around hoping that no one can hear my thoughts;
I can’t open these floodgates again.

I hear the panic in her voice.
Do you want to have a lifelong eating disorder?
It’s our last session before I leave for summer,
our last session ever.
I sigh into the phone—
teletherapy, one of my more absurd endeavors
—do you always ask stupid questions?
And yet something clicked, because
I’ve forgotten what the toilet water smells like.

Instead I sit on my hands
and suck on my cherry-honey Ricola.

I float above myself, and someone approaches in a white coat.
He makes a clean slice down across the underside of my chin. 
It’s careful,
my tonsils emerge, shriveling every second.
He drops them into the bucket,
my body swells with relief.

I swallow, the urge returns.

Sore Throat
Lauren Bramlett · Poetry

Diagnosis
Ivanna Tjitra · Digital Art, 11’’ X 17’’
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Step One: Appearances
Look up the top-grossing movies of the last year. Memorize them all.
Watch none of them. Adopt the cultural consensus.
Develop a routine that mimics personhood. Become a regular at places.
“The usual?” “Yes please.” “Working hard or hardly working?”
Laugh at the jokes. Practice the shape your mouth makes when you laugh.
Count the days with crushed Coke Zero cans. Relearn the days of the week.
See time like ketchup, coming out in wet spurts.

Step Two: Amends
Apologize for your absence when asked to. Forgo aftercare to comfort those whom you left.
Treat them to dinner. Listen as they ask prying questions about what it was like.
Answer all of them. Hide no detail. Tell them you’re sorry for your psyche and lengthy recovery.
Assure them you are not crazy. You were just a bit sick.
That you’re all good now, in fact. Better than ever.
Make jokes that you internally cringe at about the experience. Wince and cry and prostrate.
Bite into a lemon as they take potshots at you. Call yourself cruel for taking the time to be better.
Let them look at you like an outsider as they picture you in a straightjacket.

Step Three: Art
Make things with reckless abandon into the late hours of the night. 
Write someone a song. Allow your fingers to go callus on the frets.
Never play it for them. Don’t reply to their texts. Forget the lyrics overnight. 
Tell them, “Oh my dog got sick; I can’t make it” (you do not own a dog).
Bring stories to the page that don’t make sense. Slam your forehead on the library wall.
Call it artist’s block. Read Peter Kropotkin and Anita D at the ARTIC. Draw false connections.
Pretend it’s Death of the Author. Let your patchwork thoughts of cheap fabric tear themselves apart.

Step Four: Amnesty
Adopt the terms you read about online. Neurodivergence. Dysmorphic. Et all.
Call them and stumble over telling them you love them. Figure it out, eventually.
Rub the dust off your glasses, and learn something new about yourself.
Stand on top of Mt. Madness, and find a new perspective. Develop a sense of self outside of it.
Consign yourself to always carrying it with you. Train yourself to handle the weight.
Get sick again every once and a while. Get better. Slowly. 
Do things that excite you again. Find things that excite you again. 
Meet people who excite you again. Tell them you’re crazy if you want to.
Stitch frills into your ragged brain. Be a half person and love it. 

The A’s of Post-Treatment  
Reintegration
John Finnegan · Poetry

Twist-off 
Lily Lieberman · Poetry

If we were on a beach in midsummer,

you having given me the most gut-wrenching news,

it would be horrid of me to say,

“Can you open this for me?”

But plastic bottles elude me, and cans are impossible.

I’d love to have this conversation with you,

to talk about the chemo and the will and the stubbornness of someone looking sideways at death.

Unfortunately, the can—the bottle. I need your help. Could you get this for me? It looks like a  
twist-off, but it’s not. I already tried with a napkin. My shirt didn’t work either.

He’s sick? That’s awful. I remember when mine died. I remember this moment.

How do I open it?

How the fuck do I open it?
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Infinite Loop
Ruoyu Wang · Film, Portland 
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When Ash is eight, he drags a shovel into the backyard, two hands braced 
around the handle as the splintering wood bites into his skin with every tug. The 
metal blade scrapes across the concrete patio, screeching at its mishandling until 
he finally manages to lug it off the edge into the dirt. The blade lands between his 
feet, dangerously close to chopping off a piece of his mom’s flip-flops. Sighing, Ash 
shifts the shovel upright, resting his head against the handle nearly as tall as him. 
Sweat beads on his brow, the sunlight casting unwelcome warmth across his skin. 

He glances over his shoulder. Nothing but an anthill and a stretch of dirt and 
weeds stand between him and the pine tree his parents planted last Christmas. He 
lowers the shovel once more, the tip of the handle pressed to his chest, fingers just 
long enough to overlap slightly in the center of the wooden pole. Ash tilts his head 
from side to side, steps backward, and pulls. 

Five minutes later, there’s a wobbly line drawn in the dirt. Black hair clings to 
his damp forehead as he heaves the shovel up, dropping a flip-flop-clad foot onto the 
step of the blade. This is it. He presses down, leaning forward to push all his weight 
on his foot, the metal digging into his flimsy sandal until he feels its rectangular 
imprint on his skin. His other foot slides behind him, loose pebbles rolling beneath 
the plastic of his flip-flop.

But the dirt doesn’t budge. Ash scowls, gritting his teeth and leaning forward 
more. His grip tightens on the handle, the muscles in his small leg flexing as he tries 
to push himself harder, press the shovel deeper, do something to make the stupid 
thing make at least some progress besides moving around loose dirt he could brush 
away with his hands—

“Ash?”
Ash’s eyes grow wide, back foot slipping, hands flailing, his body falling forward 

as the shovel falls towards him, and this is it. This is it for him, only eight, breaking 
his head open on something because he wasn’t careful like his brother always tells 
him to be—

Except an arm catches him around the stomach, another hand stopping the 
shovel from falling on top of him with an effortless catch. He hears a sigh overhead as 
he slowly gets back on his feet, the arm retreating from around him once he’s steady.

“And just what do you think you’re doing, mister?”
Ash stares at the ground, kicking at a nearby weed and pointedly ignoring his 

mom’s green-eyed gaze.
“Ash.”

Dirt Nap
Charity Griffin  · Fiction 

He tucks his hands into the pockets of his blue shorts.
“Taking a dirt nap,” he says eventually. 
“A dirt—” His mom heaves a sigh, bending at the waist until she’s low enough 

that he can’t avoid her gaze even while staring at the ground. “Who even taught you 
about something like that?”

“Dad.”
She sighs again.

“Why do I even . . .” She shakes her head, grabbing his face and angling it to 
look up at her. Ash’s scowl weakens when he’s forced to look at her—really look at 
her. His lips tremble. He aims his gaze at the sky. 

“Sweetie,” she says slowly. “Why would you want to do something like that?”
He sniffs, his hands clenching into fists in his pockets. 

“. . . Jay thinks I’m dumb and am gonna be bad at everything my whole life.”
And his dad said that dirt naps are the punishment for people bad at things. Or 

did he say it was the punishment for bad people? Ash tilts his head from side to side. 
There’s probably no difference anyway. Maybe he’s both.

His mom’s cheek-squeezing grip on either side of his face loosens.
“Did your brother say that to you? In those exact words?”
“. . . No.”
Her hands pat his cheeks. Ash sniffs again.

“Then what did he say?”
“He said if I don’t do my homework, I’m gonna fail.”
“And why aren’t you doing your homework?”
Ash’s eyes burn. He squeezes them shut. Because homework sucks. Because he 

sucks at it. Because what jerk invented homework anyway? And which jerk invented 
tests? And school. Does he have to go to school? Because—because—

Because it’s hard, and he hates it.
Ash bites his tongue and yanks his head out of her hands. This makes his mom 

sigh—again—but her hands are gentle as she grabs hold of her son and pulls him 
into a hug. Ash presses his face against her shirt, though his hands stay stubbornly 
tucked into his pockets.

“Listen to me, Ash. Your brother just wants to help you—”
“He thinks he knows everything.”
“Well, he has five more years of knowledge than you do.”
Ash’s mouth snaps shut. His mom’s hand brushes the top of his head.
“Jay’s just worried about you. He means well,” she says. “Maybe he’s not the 

nicest about it, but I want you to trust that he does, just like I do.”
She pulls back far enough to aim a green-eyed glare down at her son.

“And most importantly, no dirt naps. Got it?”
Ash pushes his face against her shirt again and doesn’t answer. 
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When Ash is twelve, he drags a shovel into the backyard, breaths shaky, eyes 
hot. He’s taller than the tool now, but it feels as heavy as ever. Heavier. It screams 
in agony as he drags it across the patio with both hands. He reaches the edge of the 
concrete, tugs hard, and it lands on the dirt between his black dress shoes. 

“Ash.”
He pretends he doesn’t hear Jay’s voice. His hands wrap around the handle, 

walking backward as fast as he can. He pretends he doesn’t hear the sliding door 
into the house slam. 

“Ash.”
The shovel dips into an anthill, the blade slicing through it, probably murder-

ing a few bugs in the process. He sees an ant behind his heel and stomps down on 
it, hard. It doesn’t make him feel better. He feels like throwing up. Like screaming. 
Like burying himself. 

“Ash!”
He reaches the former Christmas tree, growing ever higher, littering pine cones 

beneath its branches. He kicks them aside and slams the point of the blade into the 
dirt. His foot stomps on the step so hard he feels the aching consequence reverber-
ating up his leg. 

But the dirt budges. The shovel sinks deeper. Not by much, but it does. He 
readies his foot for another slam against the step. 

A hand grabs him by the arm and yanks him back. He stumbles and barely 
stops himself from falling backward into the dirt while the shovel falls lifeless to 
the ground with a thud. Ash grits his teeth, whirling on his brother with his hands 
clenched into fists, but it’s Jay who speaks first. 

“What the hell do you think you’re doing, Ash?”
Jay’s hair is black, like Ash’s. Like their father’s. But Jay’s eyes are green, just 

like their mom’s.
Ash hates it. His own blue-eyed gaze falls to the ground.
“Well? What was so important that you ran out here? What’s the point?”
“. . . Nothing.”
“Nothing?” Jay laughs without amusement. “Fine. Then come inside.”
Ash turns around and picks up the shovel.
“Don’t do this, Ash. Come inside.”
Ash lines up the shovel with the small dent he made in the ground before 

dropping his foot onto the step. The blade bites into the dirt, waiting for more. 
Ash raises his foot.

“You’re not going to see her again, Ash.”
He freezes. 

“Not like that. Not at all. None of us will, got it? We only have each other from 
now on, so—”

A scowl forms with enough intensity to make Ash’s head ache.
“Leave me alone.”

“What?”
“Leave me alone, Jay! I don’t want you here!” He shoves the handle forward 

before spinning to face his brother once more, fists shaking at his sides. “I never have!” 
Jay’s lips press into a thin frown, green eyes darkening. Ash’s scowl sharpens, 

chest heaving. He was wrong. Jay doesn’t have their mom’s eyes. The same color, but 
other than that, they’re nothing alike. Nothing alike at all. 

Their mom wouldn’t be standing there, armed with a glare and one of their 
dad’s old dress shirts as if Ash’s anger is an insult to Jay’s efforts to chase him out 
here. As if it’s noble for Jay to worry about his pathetic little brother at a time like 
this. He doesn’t look noble. He looks stupid, dwarfed in their dad’s hand-me-downs 
like he’s a little kid. Jay’s not—he’s practically grown. Grown enough to get seventeen 
years with their mom while Ash only got twelve. Jay gets everything, and Ash doesn’t 
even get to be alone.

“Fine,” Jay says quietly. “I’m going to make sure Dad’s okay. Do whatever you want.”
Jay walks towards the house and doesn’t look back. Ash turns to the shovel one 

more time, reaching weakly for it before his arm flops to his side. The sun glares 
down at him from above as he crouches alone in the dirt, waiting for lightning to 
strike him or something easier than this. Anything easier than this.

When Ash is sixteen, he drags a shovel into the backyard out of habit more than 
anything. Something to do. Something to distract him. His headphones blare a song 
called “Any Worze” into his ears on repeat. The music throbs through his head like 
an ache, but he wants it that way. Better than thinking, talking, doing anything else. 
He mumbles the lyrics under his breath, head bobbing as he drags the shovel along 
behind him with one hand, the painful shriek of metal against concrete blocked 
out of his ears.

A shallow pit waits for him beneath the big pine, covered in a layer of dead pine 
needles and stray cones. Maybe he’ll do something with it one day. Plant a tree or a 
bush in front of the old Christmas tree. Give it a friend. Though maybe that’d kill 
it. The roots of each plant could tangle together, choking each other out.

Maybe the old tree doesn’t need any friends. Any company. Maybe it’s better 
off alone.

Ash hums under his breath as the chorus of the song comes on. He knows 
nothing about plants. He shouldn’t drag a life into his desert of a backyard just to 
murder it. His father might even cry over it.

Ash smiles a little, dropping the shovel into the deepest part, slamming his 
foot into the step, and dislodging a chunk of dirt. He scoops out the loose clump 
and tosses it behind him without looking, head still bouncing along to the beat as 
he mindlessly digs.

He doesn’t notice that somebody has joined him until a vice grip lands on his 
arm, heavy-handed pressure that he can’t ignore. Frowning, Ash moves his head-
phones off of one of his ears, his foot still resting on the shovel’s step. 
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Green eyes behind rectangular glasses greet him when he looks over his shoulder. 
Ash’s gaze lowers. His brother’s white dress shirt and black slacks look dustier than 
they should be. Ash grins. 

“What are you doing home?” Ash asks, bending down to rest his chin on top of 
the shovel’s handle. “Not enough people to bully at college?”

Jay sighs, releasing Ash’s arm and dusting off his shirt with the back of his 
hand. Another one of their father’s old shirts, though they fit Jay far better now 
than they used to. He’s going to be too tall for them soon. Maybe that’ll force Jay 
to buy something for himself for once. 

“Dad called me.”
Ash’s grin drops. He reaches up to his headphones, pressing a button to drive 

the volume higher.
“That look tells me you know why I’m home,” Jay says, sighing. Again. “Look, 

I don’t want to be here either—”
“Then you shouldn’t have come.”
“You should just do what you’re supposed to, and then I wouldn’t have to.” Jay 

pulls off his glasses, rubbing his eyes with the side of his hand. “Listen, just do the 
bare minimum, Ash. Go to class every day. Do your homework by the time it’s due. 
That’s it. It’s not that hard.”

Ash’s head hurts. He turns up the volume on his headphones again. 
“What?” Jay asks, putting his glasses back on. “Nothing to say anymore? Or 

just nothing to say to me? According to your teachers, you never stop talking when 
you’re supposed to at school—”

“Shut up.”
“It’s a great thing, you know, in the middle of trying to graduate and work 

enough to eat every day, to get emails forwarded to me by Dad about my brat of a 
little brother—”

“Shut up!” Ash snaps, head throbbing with pain, the one-sided sound of music 
blasting in his ears not enough to help. He puts a hand over the other side of his 
headphones, a silent threat to put them back on and shut his brother’s words out. 

“Ignore it then! Ignore me. You’re not my dad—”
“No!” Jay shouts back, dragging his fingers through his hair. “I’m not, but here 

I am! Here I am, Ash. What do you want me to do? Leave you here to literally bury 
yourself in a hole? I’m supposed to ignore that?”

Jay stomps forward, his hands landing on Ash’s shoulders like the talons of 
a hawk snatching up its prey, fingernails digging into his shirt. The shovel stands 
between them with Ash’s fingers curled around its handle like chains.

“I don’t want to come back home to you actually in a hole one day, Ash! I’ve 
already lost Mom, I can’t—”

Jay’s fingers dig into Ash’s skin as he heaves out a sigh, and Ash’s shoulders 
are shaking, his skull aching so bad that every thought feels like a needle stabbing 

through it, and he doesn’t want to think. Not anymore. He wants Jay to go away. 
He wants to put his headphones all the way on and turn the volume to max. He 
wants to dig his hole and not think about school or his mom or anything because 
he hates it, he hates it—

“Just talk to me, Ash,” Jay says, his head lowered and his grip on Ash’s shoulders 
no longer claw-like. “Why don’t you just try?”

Because he’s going to fail everything anyway. Because he’s dumb. Because he 
sucks at everything and everything’s hard and he hates everything—Because—

Because it’s scary. Because he’s scared to try, to do his best and then fail anyway.
But how does he explain that to Jay? To Jay who got straight A’s, Jay who never 

got in trouble with their mom or with teachers, who helps their dad pay the bills, 
who somehow manages to do everything perfect even though he’s had it just as hard 
as Ash—

How does he explain it all to the brother whose only failure is that he’s related 
to Ash?

Jay’s hands are still lingering on Ash’s shoulders, his head bowed low enough that 
Ash can see where the back of his collar is bent out of shape. Ash frowns, shrugging 
off his brother’s touch. Jay takes a step away from him, head down, and presses his 
hand over his face, squeezing his cheeks enough to make his glasses lift up.

“I’m not—I’m not trying to—” 
Jay stops, squeezing his face even tighter. Green eyes snap shut. Ash has never 

realized how dark the skin beneath them is before. How wrinkled. 
“I just—” Jay’s eyes open again, but his gaze is aimed at the ground. “I’m here, 

Ash. I don’t know if that means anything to you, but I am.”
Jay’s hand falls away from his face, and Ash stiffens when those green eyes land 

on him again. His hand moves back to his headphones, but he can’t push the volume 
any louder than it already is, can’t do anything more to shut Jay out than pull them 
over his ears and close his eyes. 

Ash steps away from Jay. Jay’s lips press into a thin line, a sigh escaping him. 
“. . . Fine. I’ll be in the house if you need me.”
Ash’s grip tightens on the shovel as his brother turns away, heavy footsteps 

dragging along the dirt. Jay’s shoulders droop as he makes his way across the yard, 
and something about his hunched back and his messed up collar reminds Ash of 
four years ago, of big shirts that have only recently begun to fit, of how their dad 
is the one who called, but Jay is the one outside, of how it was Jay back then too, 
when everything was falling apart, of how it was Jay’s words that started all this—

“Wait,” says Ash. 
 The footsteps stop. Ash takes in an unsteady breath. Sets the shovel on the 

ground. Pulls off his headphones and drops his gaze.
“I—” Ash tilts his head from side to side, swallowing.  “I—it’s hard. For me.”
He hears Jay walking towards him again.
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“What is?”
Ash keeps his gaze low, kicking at a nearby weed. This makes his brother sigh—

again—and Ash winces, ready to take it all back. Ready to take back what little he 
let out.

But Jay’s hand is gentle as it lands on his little brother’s head, ruffling his hair. 
“Alright,” Jay says. “Come inside. Let’s talk.”
Ash shakes off his brother’s hand, shoving his fists into his pockets.
“. . . Okay.”
And for a moment, at least, they leave the shovel behind.

ant hill
Noah Jacobs · Photography
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With my cowboy. 

In a car from ten years ago, we sit on an overlook above the Grand Canyon. Its beauty 
is too far from the windshield—all we can see is a railing, forest green paint slathered 
over metal. Rust peeking out like worms beneath the surface.

Somewhere below us, the Colorado River is carving through the canyon, sediment 
leaking into the white water. This is all it’s been doing for thousands of years; it’s 
the only thing it will ever do. All that time spent for a child to throw trash off the 
edge when his mother’s back is turned. 

Eight hours back and forth twice a month turns a great wonder of the world into 
a parking spot. You sit and smoke out the window, perhaps as a service to me even 
though I like the way it feels in my nose, like a sweet forest fire, like you. 

I wish I could see your face. I think of the people who kayak in the water below 
us, hold up their paddles as they launch themselves off a waterfall, zip their bodies 
into the boat so that they don’t fall out when it flips over and tries to drown them. 

When we leave, it will be my turn to drive. You will sit in the passenger seat and 
read East of Eden, which is the only book you’ve ever finished. You will stare out 
the window and let all the aspen trees blur in your vision. You will regret the fact 
that you were never confirmed into the Christian church, even though you were 
baptized, even though you don’t believe in God. 

I will not speak then; I do not speak now. The smell of you is enough, the weight of 
the railing in front of us that has prevented six accidental and zero purposeful deaths. 

Four years ago, someone proposed right here where your car sits illegally, and she 
said yes. Fourteen years ago, a woman had a miscarriage here. It had been raining 
for days and the river was slobbery. She felt like her body was crumpling in half, and 
a bead of blood ran down her leg.

Colorado River
Ellie Hoskins · Fiction 

If you had been there, you would have rushed to help her. We need to stop the bleed-
ing. Searching for rags. Yes, I know, but some bleeding needs to be lived through 
before it can end. Your hands can never bring forth her child. And yet you are better 
than me—I would have done nothing.

Four hours ago, I sat in a cold, plastic chair at the edge of the room, far away from 
your mother’s bed. Low ceilings and cool, blue light. I wore flip-flops and they made 
me look young. I was afraid you would look at me and privately conclude that I 
couldn’t handle coming here again. But you did not look at me at all. 

Your mother with all sorts of rivers flowing in and out of her body. Tubes, tributaries, 
swimming holes dripping life away. The room smelled like ammonia and hemp and 
you spoke in a secret language.

I thought about saying goodbye to her, whether you might like that. But I worried 
that she might mistake me for a different girl, one she knew much better, one whose 
presence in your life seemed almost as concrete as hers. 

I am too young. I wished for a sweatshirt, then I felt selfish, so I wished for your 
mother to live until our next visit. 

Before we left, she started singing a song. I stood up and my skin peeled off my body, 
sticking to the plastic. When peace like a river attendeth my way, when sorrows like 
sea billows roll; whatever my lot, thou hast taught me to say, it is well, it is well with 
my soul.

You stood in silence and stared at her. She had the voice of all mothers, slightly flat, 
imbued with ritual emotion. Peace like a river. I wondered if that was possible. There 
was something about Satan and Christ. I had never seen an old woman with such 
long hair before I met your mother, and I hoped that she was right, that all was well 
with her soul. 

The lit end of your cigarette meets the filter and you flick it out the window as 
punishment. East of Eden burns a hole in the glovebox; the Colorado River burns 
a hole in the canyon. When you turn back to me, I give up on trying to understand 
you, on trying to understand anything. Your smile is devoid of any real joy, but at 
least it is directed at me. 
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This morning, you brushed my hair in the hotel shower, a barricade against the 
overpressurized water, hitting like plastic bullets, stinging my skin. You wrapped 
me in a towel and let me stand next to you like a dog while you cut yourself shaving. 

I know I will never carve you down.

Two years from now, I leave. Colorado is not too far from purgatory, the longest 
line I’ve ever waited in. My feet begin to hurt. When you’re sitting on an overpass 
for too long, the urge to jump creeps in. 

Five years from now, I start telling people I’m over you. I’m not sure if it’s true. I 
think about your mother all the time, her small face, the neverending length of her 
gray hair—I wonder whether I remember her better than I remember you. 

Eleven years from now, you die of a drug overdose in Tucson, Arizona. I will never 
be informed of this. 

You hold my hand for a moment before you get out of the car. I assume you’re com-
ing over to my side so that we can switch places, so that I can start driving and you 
can start reading. Instead, you walk over to the edge of the canyon and look down 
at it. I join you.

We stare. I think it is possible, after all, the thing your mother sang. Together, we 
have it, the peace like a river. You are peace and I am the river. 

The railing is hot in the sun. On the way back to the car, I stamp out your cigarette. 

Seventeen years from now, a boulder comes loose and falls from one of the canyon 
sides into the river where a man is kayaking. He will never walk again. There will 
never be a day where I don’t love you. 

Antiques and a Cactus in a Heavenly Light
Austin Yi  · Ink and Photoshop 
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I am my mother’s son when 
I find myself cleaning 

because I cannot stop thinking. 
And I am her son when I wake 
up too early, and just as much

when I cannot sleep. 

I am my mother’s son when 
there is a certain tilt in my voice, 

one that I heard her assume 
when speaking to strangers 

and to clients with the intent 
of getting them to cooperate. 

I am still her son when
I can’t remember who—

a stranger, a client, my brother, a lover—
to use it on. 

My mother is my mother when 
she cannot remember how 

to speak to me; she is my mother 
when she believes that pity

for the world will uplift me,
when she is all the 

shakiness, in hands and words, 
that she has passed along to me. 

She is her son’s mother,
even as she forgets to knock,
even as she pushes me to fix

and forgets to let me cry. 
And I am my mother’s son 

as I take to locking the door
and begin to clean my room

in solitude. 

Stress Cleaning
Matias Herrera  · Poetry

I decide to walk, partly for the calm, but more for the calorie deficits and the 

hours in front of the mirror and for all of the same reasons Andrew only ate one 

meal per day in the weeks leading up to his wedding. July is coming.

My favorite house, robin’s egg blue with white trim. I wonder about the kid who 

drew the giraffe hanging in the front window and the adult who put it there. Do 

the mothers behind these sprawling gardens still wake up to the sound of the tide? 

Do their kids crave the escape of growing up, or is the water expansive enough? 

I catch myself zoning out, so I summon the young eyes I wore my first time on 

this sidewalk, I search my mind for the awe. It’s soft and airy, cradling the cage of 

my ribs so that my chest can swell without my body’s sharp rejection. It floods my 

right index finger, which taps incessantly on my thigh.

At the stoplight at Hermosa, I wish I’d driven. I try to remember where the nos-

talgia of family walks sits in my body, before the constant layer of sand in my car, 

before I stopped feeling it all, feigned smiles willing my flesh into experiencing 

emotion.

I’m at the water. I’m here to float, I’m here to feel held by something since I can no 

longer hold myself. But a few feet in and I’m treading water. A ten-minute fight, 

then I crave solid ground. I time it all wrong—I always time it all wrong. My cheek 

slams into the sand. I’m alone, everything is tingling. 

The laugh crawls up my throat.

Saturday, 1:47 PM
Lauren Bramlett · Prose Poetry
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Tradition vs. Progression Japan
Fish Young · Photography

Let’s stare down 
introspection’s sink. 
My prophecies stand there,
behind our eyes. 
Bodies upon bodies, 
nodding and clawing their heads 
while I whisper “perhaps” 
into pastel oblivion. 

There’s something seeped 
in the pages between us. 
I tried to throw it back, 
but it was too late. 
So now we lay belly up on the bed, 
pinkies in a knot,
until the tea turns into warm sink water,
and the midafternoon air is all used up. 

I can be your exhausted device;  
merit me into devout mutation. 
You can steep me in my yourness, 
put me in your glove. 
It’s such a selfish thing 
to spit fantasies so serpentine, 
for our echoes have feet.
They’re ripples of what
we want to be, soon approaching
to put their hearts on my breath and 
tongues in my ear.

Every Time I Say I’ve Never  
Wanted Something More 
Camille Simmons · Poetry
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The morning sun’s gaze
Slips through the blinds
And falls on my tired eyes
Refracted and glossy

And I’ll soon cough out
This old burning within
Its warmth leaving my fingers
Escaping through my skin

I’ll lie still when they come to collect my things
When they come to collect me
I’ll forget the days of dreaming 
I’ll remember the nights of nothing

And the silk sheets beneath
Fail to slow the cold
That creeps up my bare skin
Festering below

I’ll soon fade into my belongings 
And they’ll forget to remember me 
I’ll become a silent shadow
A voice lingering

And maybe as I sink into the foam
And I let myself recede
I’ll ache just once more 
For all my memories

But now the sun’s warm gaze 
Falls on my steady eyes
And I can’t feel a thing
I can’t feel a thing

Motel Mourning
Elijah Topete · Poetry

i left the stove on this morning
Noah Jacobs · Photography
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cotton gathers the sticky red wine that stains tight skin
gummy balls of it sit on the ground with the leftovers
the dingy light flickers, and the trance is broken
blood and tears and pain envelop the air,
creating a foggy haze that clouds visions

the mannequin lies within the cotton and leftovers
it remains a ruined shell of what was
the model breaks itself in two and admires the work
thriving on pulling apart its own pieces,
the guilt clinging to its bones

the sight is damp and greasy and unbearable
but cotton continues to gather and not a speck moves
the heaviness of the situation never hits until the wine seeps,
deep into the carpet, and a rotting mold breaks apart the floorboards
now nothing is left

soak the stains and tidy up the tissues
blanket the scars with jelly and throw on the tv
the bathroom tile will numb toes
and pinch at flushed flesh

but it’s okay

because, eventually, it will end
the pain will finally dissipate
straight into that nothing that was once the floor
the park will have fresh, crunchy leaves
and a breeze that stings fingertips

a fire stays astir inside the ribcage,
creating a warmth that will last through the winter
and that will be enough
with eyes closed, forever content

it’s okay
i promise

mannequin stains
Skyler Doyle-Ortega · Poetry

One Last Meet. 
Austin Yi  · Photography and Graphic Design
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My life didn’t start until I got a car. My parents and I went to the dealership on my seven-
teenth birthday, I failed the driver’s test a couple times, and I picked out the most glorious 
used Accord. As the red-blue-yellow triangular flags waved in the wind, I drifted into a new 
phase of being. The inflatable guys told me to be free, that life was mine for the taking. I 
followed my parents home. I don’t know the way by heart. We took surface streets to avoid 
the dickheads on the I-10. 

Wanna hang out? I don’t feel like driving. Okay . . . but what if I told you you didn’t have to? 
I picked up Alexa, and we drove and drove. The sky was the limit, so we went to the Dutch 
Bros by our school. I ordered a Red Bull-oil-spill-poop-green-supreme, and it was $34. We 
sat, reclined, in the parking lot. Can you believe he’s dating her? Talk about a rebound. I 
know, right? Her top in the Halloween post is from Shein, too. Unsustainable queen. The 
Accord was christened with sophisticated conversation. It now knows the biggest manwhores 
in our grade. 

After Robotics Club, I walk out to my parking space—I have a parking space now—and 
that’s when I see him. Devin, Treasurer, Robotics extraordinaire. His robotic arm qualified 
for Nationals in Nebraska. So what’s he doing sitting on the curb? I’m waiting for a ride. 
But you’re eighteen. You don’t have a car? I’m poor, idiot. I shut up and sit down next to 
him. I’ve never noticed the way the light reflects off his frosted tips. Or that his eyes aren’t 
really blue or green but swimming somewhere in between. Sure, he could smell better, his 
fingernails housing gunk, but I could change him. I own clippers, after all. Do you want a 
ride? I recently acquired a car and—Yes. 

Devin doesn’t usually give me the time of day. I see him every other Tuesday, but I reintroduce 
myself every time. He’s never crossed my mind either. Robotics Boys are a brooding breed, 
not to be touched with a ten-foot pole. Alexa would gag on her Dutch Bros muffin loaf if she 
saw him in her seat. Yet here he is. I don’t know why. You know, you’re getting better. What? 
Your remote control crane. It’s rad. Oh, thanks. Anticipation stands thick in the air, sticky, 
resistant, creating an impenetrable bubble between us. I’d reach out and pop it but I can’t 
take my hands off ten and two. You really think it’s rad—You missed my turn. What? I live 
off Sycamore. Oh, my bad. I’ll make a U-turn. Just turn right up here. We’ll loop around. 

User’s Manual 
Abby Kozel · Experimental Fiction

Three rights culminate into a left and, suddenly, every house is the same as the one before. 
Which one’s yours? Just keep going. I follow the winding roads ‘til I hit a cul-de-sac. I’m no 
expert, but if I keep driving, I’m gonna hit that house. He laughs. Turn around then. I do. 
Okay, where’s your fucking house? He shushes me. Just stop here. By this brick wall? Why? I 
ask, even though I know the answer. I think it was on page 47 of the car’s manual; the instinct 
is innate, primal, obvious. Before I put on the unnecessary parking brake, he’s already clawing 
at my bra. I ruffle his gelled hair as I fumble with my seatbelt. His lips chafe mine, and the 
inside of his mouth is lukewarm, like a corpse reheated in the microwave. This is where the 
manual got a little dicey, some of the ink smudged, I think, or I got so bored, I stopped reading. 
Should we recline back? He laughs again. I’m offended. It was a perfectly valid question. Let’s 
go to the back. We become Olympic hurdlers and crash onto the pleather bench. 

Have you ever . . . whatever . . . before? Have you? He nods, but he’s a terrible liar. His camou-
flage cargo shorts tell the truth. I wonder if we should be doing . . . whatever . . . if we can’t even 
say the word. But we’ve read the manual, skimmed it at least. That’s good enough. We proceed. 

When I crawl back into the driver’s seat, my back’s sore. I had been wedged between the car 
door and his boney body. My hair tie hangs from a pigeon’s nest of hair, and I’m too scared 
to tug at it. Devin’s not looking too hot either. Not that he ever did. They say you reach 
clarity when you . . . whatever . . . and I think they might be right. His hair doesn’t glisten; it 
sits damp, glued to his skull. There’s no mysterious debate; his eyes are just blue. A muggy 
reservoir blue. So, what now? It’s a loaded question. Pre-car, I would’ve strongly suggested 
marriage. Or a collective panic attack. A conference call with both of our parents to share 
the news. We’re in love! I’ve found my match, and I’ve never felt lighter! But I don’t feel light. 
I feel sticky. The anticipation bubble popped and got its puss all over me. I reeked of it. All 
I can think to do is shrug. Well . . . my house is right up there. I should probably do some 
homework. I nod and pull forward. 

I lost my V-card! I scream into the receiver. Alexa screams back. With who? I need all the gory 
details. What are you doing right now? I mean, nothing. He just left. I guess I could pick 
you up—she screams again. Out my window, I watch as Devin makes his way up his pebbly 
front yard. A lump arises in the back of my throat that I can’t explain. My cheeks feel hot. 
Did I do it right? Did we? Was that really . . . it? I’m already in the car. I’m on my way. Yay! I 
can’t wait. I’ll be in the driveway. 

I blast Lorde’s “Melodrama.” I roll down the windows. I speed far far away. Oh, how good it 
is to be free! To be so adult. Life is mine for the taking, and I get to make my own decisions. 
Decisions that reflect on me, were made by me. I decided this, and it was great! 

The lump grows until it obstructs my windpipe. I have to pull over to catch my breath.
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‘18
I thought I caught your cotton scent 
driving up some locked-up 
snow-topped nowhere
Dried palms to frosted pines
Fogged fingerprint to car window
Turquoise eyes crackled ice
along the road
Chill air base of my neck

Slip down the leather sofa
Imagine you there in the armchair
static in your hair
Scribbled handwriting
mind faster than your fingers
Faraway words and worlds
the farthest I could go was this cabin
Ecstatic you could see the stars up here
light pollution stifles your mind
Listen to you talk all night
nod along to keep up
tuck a wool blanket around your shoulders
as your rambling fades to mumbles
and your head tips over

I tap my fingers on the page 
Chalk it up to the grow-out-of-it
age of sixteen.

‘19
You’re here but I’m still 
grasping at the white breath 
from your lips
Even so
some fogs my glasses 
Through hugs for hot cocoa
in your t-shirt and shorts
preheated skin

Mammoth Lakes, CA
Isabel Ngyuen · Poetry

Look up to your loft of 
fruit snack wrappers
smile because you remind me
we’re seventeen
Drag me outside by
gloved hands
snow crunching beneath boots
You name constellations
your eyes reflect them
Frosted perfection
snow globe of a moment

Socked feet on hardwood floor
we bump shoulders in the hall
She trails behind you in 
fleece pajamas 
It’s not a secret
You’ll burn her puffer jacket 
love to ash at the foot
of the mountain
Quilted bed
her head on your 
shoulder as your eyes
glass your laptop screen
Last souvenir

I wonder
if hot cocoa steams the same
in warm weather
If you litter fruit snack wrappers
around your car floor
If we could see Ursa Minor
through the stain of streetlights
when pines turn to palms

I am looking into the picturesque
cabin tempted to smash the glass
let the water and 
artificial snow spill out
I can only
press my cheek to rough carpet
and stuff cotton balls down my throat.
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Monhegan Island
Daniel Pearson · Black and White Film 
Shot on Nikon FE; 43-86 mm Nikkor; Kodak T-Max 100

In the deep woods, under a lonely tree,
sat an armchair, out of place, ashen and plush.
It long sat empty, or so it seemed to me,
the seat was strewn with leaves, green grass grew lush.
The tree, a chestnut, whispered, “None had come
in an age or more, yet still my hope grew
some lost soul might sit, morose and glum,
but none had yet come, though the first could be you.”
My feet drew me nearer, I couldn’t say why.
I stood a long while, lost deep in my thought,
until at last I left, let chance pass me by,
and took no rest in that sun-dappled spot.

I smiled and was certain, by want or by need,
that someone would sit, and be comfortable, indeed.

The Chair in the Woods
Sam Batt · Sonnet
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The last time I saw my mom, we sat down to eat at the small wooden dinner 
table in our kitchen. The wood had long since cracked, but Mamá and I decorated 
the table with tree branches and blue Torogoz birds to make it less noticeable. She 
wore her favorite blue, flowery dress: “You should look your best on important days.” 
We ate the frijoles con queso in silence. Her hands trembled. Her face was calm, 
yet there were tears in her eyes. She ate slowly—reminding me to slow down too. 
When we finished, Mamá fetched a small black backpack with a change of clothes, 
a few American dollars, a letter that would save my life, and a photo of our family. 

Before we walked out of the house, she turned my body to face hers and said, 
“Mijo, si tienes que deshacerte de esta mochila, está bien, pero quédate con esta foto.” 
I held that photo like my life depended on it. Her next words stuck with me for the rest 
of my life: “Recuerda que tu familia te quiere mucho, y algún día volveremos a estar 
juntos.” She never doubted we would be reunited. Mamá gave me a strong hug—the 
type I’d once complained about. I hugged her back. She smelled like a mix of the 
beans she had cooked and the fresh soil she toiled every day. I must have cried because 
I remember her stroking my hair and soothingly repeating, “Te amo, Miguelito.” 

The coyote was a middle-aged man, roughened by the passage of time and the 
desert.  His eyes were warm as I introduced myself: Miguel, nine years old in three 
months. He asked what my favorite snack was. I asked if Cola Champagne count-
ed. His eyes crinkled in laughter, and he said he didn’t have any soda but had some 
Duvalin. We ate the candy while we waited for stragglers. The moment he explained 
the route we would take, hard wrinkles set on his forehead, and his eyes became 
cold. I now realize for a man to do this job, there is no room for compassion. This 
journey was dangerous. Many reach the border, but many more die along the way. 
Even as a child, I heard stories. 

My Tía Isabella paid for my cousin, Lila, to cross. My aunt had been living in 
the US for a few years and hadn’t seen Lila for a while. My mom never explained 
why they left, but if I had to guess, it was probably for the same reason as me. Lila 
disappeared minutes from the border, and we never received any other news, another 
pink cross in the desert. The coyote’s job was to help us cross the desert, receive his 
pay, and forget any tragedies. I wondered if Lila had been traveling with him. Our 
job was to keep our eyes glued to our guide. We were not to stray from his side and 
never to stop unless he did so too. I don’t remember the faces of those who stopped 
out of exhaustion in the desert. I vaguely remember one lady who, after taking a 

Ya Regrese
Emely Menjivar · Fiction

short break, didn’t get up from her spot. She ran toward us minutes later, saying 
she couldn’t see us anymore. There must have been others that said the same thing: 
“Ahorita los alcanzo.” In the desert, it became their last words. 

I wish Mamá had been with me. She would have carried me on her shoulders, just 
enough to let me rest, and when we arrived in the US, she would have put medicine 
on my feet for the blisters. She would have wiped my tears with gentle, calloused 
hands and said, “Buen trabajo, Miguelito.” If only there were enough money, I 
know she would have crossed that desert with me. Maybe it is because this journey 
happened twenty years ago, or maybe it is because the brain of an eight-year-old boy 
does things to protect itself, but all I remember clearly is the cracked, sandy floor 
and the hunched back of our coyote.

I was one of the lucky ones. I was detained for three days at the US-Mexico bor-
der. There, I became friends with Julio, thirteen years old. He crossed with Nathalie, 
his six-year-old sister. We were in the same cage, and when Julio needed to rest, I took 
care of Nathalie for him. Nathalie never stayed still: she wandered around the cage, 
asking the guards when we could play in the sun. Julio and Nathalie had been there 
for a week when I arrived, and the confinement was taking its toll. The three of us 
huddled at night on concrete-like mattresses. Our bodies produced more warmth 
than the plastic blankets they gave us. After two days, I was sick of cold burritos 
and nature valley bars. We were skin and bones from the desert passage. I expected 
to be met with warm bread or soup, but any hope of compassion at the border was 
destroyed by the gnawing hunger and pure filth that plagued everyone there. I left 
quickly because of the police report enveloped in the letter I had brought with me. 

My mom had filed a complaint against a local gangbanger earlier that year. 
The gang hung around the park near my school: older teens, shirtless, with MS13 
branded all across their chests. They’d take kids like my neighbor, Marco, who lost 
his dad to the war. They’d take us to restaurants or parties and have fun. They’d 
say to me, “Homie! Te unes o que?” They picked up their slang from the US, where 
the gang formed, before they were deported to El Salvador. One day, I came home 
from school with a bloody nose and a broken rib. I had said no because mamá drilled 
into me that she better not see any tattoos on me. The police never did anything, 
but we all knew what happened when kids said “no” too many times. Crossing the 
70+ mile road through a desert had better odds. 

I said goodbye to Julio and Nathalie before the immigration officers escorted 
me to the airport; we all prayed that they would be released soon and, hopefully, one 
day, we’d reunite. I read the letter with the report after I left the detention center. 
It was Mamá’s handwriting, a short note in broken English she never spoke around 
me but had learned from my tía over the phone: “

Please care for my son. He in danger here. He all I have. I give full custody to 
Aunt Isabella in Utah. Her number 385-XXX-XXXX. Thank you.” 
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My tía said she heard Mamá crying for the first time in years as she helped her resign 
her parental rights, but those written words didn’t change the fact that I only have 
one Mamá.

When you’re going through horrible moments, you think, “I can never forget 
this.” Yet sure enough, terrible memories lose their edge. The desert could have killed 
me, but my memories no longer hold that scorching heat. I think of the cage I met 
Julio in and remember the hunger and filth, but I no longer feel the same gnawing 
hunger, cold, or ickiness on my skin. 

I remember the moment Mamá said goodbye; the moment I felt her strong arms 
around my small body for the last time; the moment I realized this decision was the 
harshest choice she had ever made.  I finally saw her again yesterday. I didn’t know 
if I should buy the plane tickets, and when I did, my tía reminded me every day to 
pack. I shook on the plane. I want to say it was because of the air conditioning, and 
maybe it was. But really, it felt weird going back to a place I’d fled. Would the small 
grocery store two miles from home still be open? Would the playground at the 
park, with its rusted, dirty slide Mamá never wanted me on, still be there? Would I 
recognize my hometown, and would Mamá still recognize me? 

The plane landed, and a voice directed us to exit carefully. They retrieved my 
suitcase too quickly. I was rushed down to the central station within minutes. Crowds 
of people swarmed the exit, but it was not as hectic as the states. I looked around the 
busy terminal, half hoping I’d be told to get back on the plane. And there she was. 
Her blue, flowery dress fit large on her small frame; her black, wavy hair had become 
mostly gray; her smooth, brown skin was riddled with wrinkles. 

She spotted me and walked over, slow steps turning into a sprint, and I found 
myself doing the same. Her soft hands wandered my face, and her sobs rang in my 
ears. My vision blurred. My eyes stung. I felt my throat getting tight, and I wished I 
had gotten on an earlier flight. This strong woman, who never shed a tear, was crying 
in my arms. I was no longer huddled in hers. Instead, she was huddled into mine. 

Five minutes later, I would choke out the only thing I could say. “Ya regrese, 
Ma.” I’m home.

attainment 
Athena Schlusemeyer · Photography
Waikamoi stream
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I caught you staring at me while we were out to dinner last night. You drank me in like I 
was something to be loved, even with flakes of mascara settled in the creases of my eyelids 
and sweat pearling at my hairline. I’ve always been ugly like that—a plain thing, one that 
great-aunts used to assure my parents would grow up to be a real heartbreaker someday. 
Instead, I have a gap in my teeth that I lick when I get anxious and ears that poke through 
the curtains of my hair. My friends try to help me find the honeydew lining to it all—stam-
mered reassurances that my eyes are a nice brown or that my glasses frame my face well. 

They don’t have to swap glances before they compliment you, though. I try not to think about 
that. I can’t stand the tannin taste of jealousy fermenting on my tongue, that film of molten mud.

Sorry, I guess I got off track. Or maybe I’m just stalling. I’m a little embarrassed to admit that 
I only saw you because I was looking too. My gaze made its home on the sight of your lash-
es—the way they cast long, fluttering shadows that split the glow dripping down your cheeks 
with every blink. It came from the old Christmas lights strung over the patio, twinkling low 
like late September sunlight and coating honey over everything they could reach. Those kinds 
of evenings are sparse these days, saturated with the kind of lazy warmth that tickles the nape 
of my neck and makes thinking a chore. I only noticed your fingers tracing the lines on my 
palm because of the fuzzy heat each brush left behind—a mother spider weaving a reverent 
web with silk only visible to you. You are faultless, beautiful in all the ways I burn to be. 

I wish you had never told me you loved me.

You aren’t looking at me by the time I’ve swallowed the cotton clogging my throat. Not like 
that, you reassure. Sorry, that came out wrong. But I know you, better than someone like 
me should. The corners of your eyes are missing the crows’ feet that crease the sunspots on 
your right cheek. If I stare at our loosening fingers I won’t keep waiting for them to appear.

I’m kept awake at night by hapless prayers that someday I’ll love you too. Pleas come in 
the form of tears smeared over my cheeks for only the moon and her speckled daughters 
to see. Sometimes it’s a deliberate fist smacked to my chest, a call for nesting butter-
flies to finally stir. My stomach weighs them down, I think. I can feel them twitching 
under the burden of it, so fervent in their bids for freedom that I fear their wings will 
rip clean off. Perhaps it’s for the best. If only my heart weren’t such a repugnant thing, 
tearing itself from its strings and dripping bitter oil that soaks through the bone—if 
only my heart were more like yours, maybe I could love you in the way you deserve.

Crows’ Feet
Zoe Rose Collins · Prose Poetry

The Final Dance
Amber Wang · Ink
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Mom shuffles cards. Aunt cuts the deck. Grandma coughs plastic out. Suits, colors, and numbers run 
in my veins. Cigarette smoke swirls. They can’t breathe. Tears of laughter stream down 
the crones’ faces. Another round, write down the results. Mom bridges the deck—she could count  
cards for a living. When Grandma laps, curse her with eye of cataract and toe of gout. Basic math
was never my skill. Add up the points. Move the pegs down the board. Reach into the cauldron 
of the caddy pile. Count each hand to 15. The cribbage board casts a spell on us all. Bubble bubble, 
toil and trawl for more cards from the draw pile. My mom, aunt, and grandma flip their cards, and cackle.

By the Patio Table 
Makena Metz · Poetry
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Owen Lucas Agbayani Boys, boys, boys
(he/him) is a sophomore English major. He loves cooking, walking at night, and watching 
trains pass by his apartment. He dislikes summer and loud people.

Halle Ahn why won’t you stop spinning?
(she/her) is a freshman creative writing major with a love for languages. She enjoys writing 
poetry and drawing artwork to accompany it. One day, she hopes to get her own novel 
published.

Sam Andrus Taurus
(he/him) is a political science senior who has always had a passion for art. He is originally 
from Seattle, Washington, and plans to pursue a career in law after graduation. Growing 
up, he was always surrounded by nature, and this led to a deep appreciation for the environ-
ment and the wonders of this world.

Sam Batt The Chair in the Woods
(he/him) is a junior screenwriting major from Massachusetts. His favorite poets are J.R.R. 
Tolkien, Wallace Stevens, and Walt Whitman.

Lauren Bramlett Editorial Board, Sore Throat, Saturday 1:47 PM
(she/her) is a senior studying dance and English. She loves reading memoirs and going on 
runs which usually end up being walks. When she’s not dancing or writing, you’ll probably 
find her eating some form of potato while watching Gilmore Girls for the 8th time.

Max Buka, Art Board
(he/him) is a junior studying business from Chicago, Illinois, who loves every form of sto-
rytelling. He enjoys hearing what makes people tick and how each of their passions in life 
reflect themselves as individuals. From writing to photography to film to theme park design, 
Max hopes to incorporate his passion of storytelling into his education—but is still figuring out 
how.

Ella Campbell Editorial Board
(she/her) is a junior political science and creative writing double major. She loves nonfiction, 
The X-Files, Curb Your Enthusiasm, and collecting records. Look for the nearest dog and 
she’ll probably be there. 

Jojo Cho Art Board
(she/her) is studying graphic design and French and loves connecting with the social, visu-
al, and communicative aspects of culture. With a particular typographic emphasis, she’s 
always pouring over fonts and typefaces. When not creating, Jojo enjoys dance, film pho-
tography, and caring for her home plants.

Contributor & Editor Bios Zoe Rose Collins Crows’ Feet
(she/her) is a junior animation and television writing student with a love for baking, D&D, 
and traveling. She hopes to someday show-run her own animated television series to inspire 
people to create the same way that her friends and family have supported her.

Bernadine Cortina Matang Namulat
(she/siya) is a junior studying English literature, Africana studies, and ethnic studies at 
Chapman. She’s a Pinay immigrant, daughter, and storyteller negotiating love, healing, be-
longing, and community after migratory shifts.

Keira Deer to provide the half, one good shove
(she/her) is a sophomore creative writing major and perpetual daydreamer who uses poetry 
to express secrets and intimate stories. She is very quiet and very small for no particular 
reason, but likes to think that her smallness is the perfect disguise for big thoughts. She 
can often be found on campus making silly faces, deciding how to articulate her ideas into 
writing, and watching squirrels.

Skyler Doyle-Ortega mannequin stains
(she/her) is a junior at Chapman University, achieving her major in English journalism. She 
is minoring in queer studies and is looking into more creative outlets.

Jay Dye Types of Girls
(she/her) is a poet and artist from California. Her poetry has been published or is forthcom-
ing in literary journals including Marathon Literary Journal, Phantom Kangaroo, Sapere 
Aude, and Scribendi. Her art has been exhibited by the Clyde H. Wells Art Gallery and New 
Art City. She is also an editor for Tab Journal. She can be found online at jaydye.org, on 
Twitter @jayyyyyyydye, and on Instagram @ghostprincessxyz.

Tyler Edwards Editorial Assistant 
(he/him) is a sophomore computer science major who rekindled his love for reading and 
writing during the time inside. In his free time, he loves to do indoor rock climbing, play 
volleyball, practice cooking, and learn more about fashion. Tyler always looks forward to 
reading lots of diverse pieces of writing for Calliope.

John Finnegan Editorial Board, Theophobia, The A’s of Post-Treatment Reintegration
(they/them) is a junior student of English literature. When not writing, they’re often garden-
ing, roller skating, or walking the beaches. You can find them on Twitter @FinneyFlame

Charity Griffin Dirt Nap
(she/her) is a junior creative writing major and game development programming minor. She 
writes. A lot.

Matias Herrera Stress Cleaning 
(he/him) is a writer/poet from Torrance who uses his experiences with friends and family 
as inspiration for his pieces.

Ellie Hoskins, Colorado River
(she/her) is a third-year screenwriting major from Charlottesville, Virginia. When she isn’t 
writing, she enjoys baking, themed parties, and anything that takes place outside.
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Noah Jacobs ant hill, i left the stove on this morning
(he/him) likes taking photos. Sometimes he makes good art, but mostly he just makes art.

Emily Joslin Tourists
(she/her) is a senior public relations and advertising major and graphic design minor. Be-
sides being from Minnesota—her main personality trait—she delights in capturing human-
ness through photography, art, and design.

Nikki Kalhori Art Board
(she/her) is a senior studying psychology, entrepreneurship, and leadership. She loves all 
kinds of art, especially graphic design. Her on-campus involvement includes Community 
Council, Admissions Office, ISCO, KKG, RLFYE, Calliope and Crean Career Center. She 
loves spending time with her friends/family/dog. She runs her own small business design-
ing and hand making earrings, keychains, and art @jewelryartbynikki.

 Ann Kamstra, Art Board
(she/her) is a sophomore animation/VFX student. She has a multitude of artistic hobbies 
including printmaking, painting, illustration, jewelry, and apparel design. She was thrilled 
to work with the other Calliope creatives this semester and excited to have the opportunity 
to meet new artists to collaborate with.

Ryan King Storm
(he/him) is an autistic graphic designer and 3D artist. He also does animation in 2D & 3D.

Abby Kozel Moth, User’s Manual
(she/her) is a junior TV writing and production major with an English minor. She has en-
joyed writing creative fiction since she was young and, currently, is most into writing come-
dic and melodramatic screenplays. Abby was a camp counselor this past summer and wrote 

“Moth” to reflect on the experience. She is dedicating this piece to Tangerine, Toucan, Pinto, 
Fauna, Beetle, and Moth.

Lily Lieberman Twist-off
(she/her) is a third-year transfer student studying creative writing and a champion over-
thinker. She was “a pleasure to have in class,” circa 2009-2016, and since has become some-
what tolerable instead.

Aiko Lozar There are trucks sleeping on the shoulder of the I-5,
(she/her) is a film production major with an emphasis in directing and minors in English 
and leadership studies. She is also the president of Chapman Poets Society! When she’s not 
creating, she loves to cook, read, and swim in the ocean.

Mary Luyster Saxoholic
(she/her) is a freshman dance major from New York. She loves delving into diverse expres-
sions of art, especially when she can intertwine concepts and creative processes cohesively.

William Malk II David 
(he/him) is a painter, indoctrinating your girl with his leftist propaganda.

Bella Marinos Light 1
(she/they) is a psychology major and philosophy minor. They enjoy working with clay in 
their free time.

Madison Meadows Art Board
(she/her) is a BFA screen actress and holds two wins in the 2020 and 2019 YoungArts Com-
petition. She has a minor in Creative Cultural Industries and has worked in public relations 
at TrizCom PR, BlackHouse Productions and Nardos Design. She loves French cinema, 
yoga, meditation, fashion design, and culinary arts. Madison is excited to be on the team 
and hopes to add to the Calliope family.

Emely Menjivar Ya Regrese
(she/her) is a junior creative writing major with an ethnic studies minor from Compton, Cali-
fornia. She likes writing whatever stories she comes up with—whether they are horror, action, 
or narrative. Recently, she has focused on reconnecting with her Salvadoran heritage.

Makena Metz By the Patio Table
(she/her) is an LA native who writes fantasy, sci-fi, and magical realism for the page, screen, 
and stage. She is getting her MFA in creative writing and MA in English from Chapman 
University’s dual degree program and is a proud member of DGA, ASCAP, SCBWI, WIA, 
CMA, and the SCL. Makena is an alum of the Musical Theatre Writers Collective Program 
and New Musical Inc’s CORE Curriculum for Musical Theatre Writing. Find her work on 
Coverfly, NPX, and follow her @makenametz on Tiktok, IG, FB, and Twitter.

Linley Munson Bitches Love Madeleines 
(she/her) is a senior creative writing major with a minor in psychology and a Dallas native. 
When she isn’t procrastinating, zoned out, or napping, she’s probably reading, baking, pole 
dancing, or being the village idiot. She has an overabundance of useless facts bouncing 
around in her head that no reasonable person has any business knowing. She loves char-
acter exploration, sharing silly moments from her life, and isn’t known to take herself very 
seriously.

Eliana Nava Editorial Board, after i have picked the persimmons off the tree, Movie Theater Carpets
 (she/her) is a junior at Chapman studying English literature who enjoys peeling fruit and 
watching bad movies from the 70s in her free time.

Isabel Ngyuen Mammoth Lakes, CA
(she/her) is a senior studying business administration and psychology. She writes poetry 
and creative nonfiction in which she tries to express the honest emotions we’re told to sup-
press. She likes baking, playing video games, watching period dramas, and being a home-
body. She dislikes small talk and sports.

Alexandra Patrascu Design Manager
(she/her) is a designer, illustrator, and frequent dabbler in the art of words. Fascinated by 
the art of storytelling, she is pursuing a BFA in graphic design and a minor in English. When 
she is not thinking about designing books, she can be found reading a copious amount of 
fantasy novels or drawing art of the various characters that haunt her mind. Check out her 
work at apatrascu.com.
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Daniel Pearson Monhegan Island
(he/him) is from Sun Valley, Idaho. Although he now lives in the city, he will always call the 
mountains home. Since the day he began hiking in the wilderness outside of his hometown, 
he’s had a camera by his side to document the unique landscapes along the way. All film 
images are hand developed by Daniel.

Jules Raymond Mango 
(they/them) is a creative person from Seattle, Washington. 

Colton Reiher Glass House 
(he/him) is a sophomore studying computer science. After a GE creative writing class in-
spired him, he’s been trying his hand at all sorts of writing. He published his first novella, 
Cold Feet, with Barnes & Noble Press. When he’s not busy with school work, you can find 
him watching movies or anime, playing D&D, and rambling on and on to friends about his 
new favorite video game.

Jordan Sapp Heliotrope / Kalopsia, Managing Editor
(she/her) is a fourth-year creative writing major with minors in studio art and Honors. If 
she isn’t hunched over her computer, typing furiously on a Google Doc, she is probably 
lurking in an antique store, staring dramatically out a window, or making a tenth cup of tea.

Athena Schlusemeyer attainment  
(she/her) views life through a different lens—she tries to capture surreal moments to share 
her euphoria.

Aliza Shiah Publicity Manager, Refractions of a Broken Heart
(she/her) is a senior at Chapman who enjoys expressing herself through creativity, in what-
ever form it takes.

Camille Simmons Every Time I Say I’ve Never Wanted Something More
(she/her) is a first-year creative writing major, and she has never wanted something more!

Catie Slater Sweet Tooth, The Hive
(she/her) is a freshman at Chapman University and has enjoyed art from an early age. Her 
contribution to this showcase explores color and composition with a sugary piece.

Kelly Taylor Editor-in-Chief
(she/her) is a junior in the Honors Program majoring in creative writing and history. She hails 
from South Florida and has dedicated the last two years to editing and reviewing the lovely 
works submitted to Calliope each semester. She serves on the editorial board of Voces Novae, 
Chapman’s esteemed history journal and as a freelance editor for Future House Publishing. 
Her most recent short story is forthcoming in the Sigma Tau Delta Rectangle. She’d like to 
remind you that falling can be the same as flying. Don’t be afraid to fall. 

Ivanna Tjitra Diagnosis
(she/her) is a storyteller, a collage, and the intersection where everything and everyone that 
influences and inspires her meets and creates a beautiful corner that she calls home. At Chap-
man University, she is currently a sophomore pursuing a BFA in graphic design. After college, 
she hopes to continue telling stories by becoming an art or creative director in the film or 
theater industry. She hopes you enjoy her stories, and she hopes her stories connect with yours.

Gabby Toczek Would Someone Tell Me I’m Ugly Please, Oil Stains
(she/her) is a poet who explores themes such as loneliness, coming of age, and the fragile 
line between friendship and romance. Her writing is her solace. She received her Bachelor’s 
Degree in Creative Writing from Chapman and is now pursuing her teaching credential 
through Chapman’s MACI program.

Elijah Topete Motel Mourning
(he/him) is a first-year creative writing major from Orange, California. He enjoys express-
ing himself through writing, drawing, and fashion. He mostly writes poetry, but aims to 
publish novels in the future.

Willoh Tyler The Act 
(they/them) is a creative writing major who is primarily focused on their minor, game devel-
opment. They believe that by utilizing interactive media to tell stories, there is a greater op-
portunity to evoke empathy and critical thought by having people make important choices 
in addition to absorbing a story.

Emily Velasquez What sits between these fingers?
(she/her) is a writer from Santa Ana, California. She is currently a dual MA/MFA student 
at Chapman.

Tikva Velazquez Editorial Board
(she/her) is a senior television writing and production major with a minor in English. When 
not writing, she can be found reading, watching Netflix, or baking (preferably muffins). 
She’s enjoyed reading all the unique and diverse pieces that Calliope receives.  

Amber Wang The Final Dance
(she/her) is running on three hours of sleep trying to write this and is in desperate need 
of boba. She is a freshman majoring in communication studies. She has been doing art 
as a hobby for nine years, going on ten. She dreams of publishing a successful webcomic 
one day (but not today, as she will remain a struggling college student for the foreseeable 
future). She hopes you enjoyed everyone’s work and wishes everyone good luck in college.

Ruoyu Wang Infinite Loop 
(she/her) is studying in the MFA documentary filmmaking program at Dodge College of 
Film and Media Arts at Chapman University. Her works are mainly about social minority 
groups. She completed a short documentary film on nursing homes, “When You Grow 
Old,” in 2016. In 2019, she participated in the documentary series “Lotus in Bloom” on the 
20th anniversary of Macau’s handover. In 2022, she made a short poetic documentary film, 

“In The Light,” which was selected for FIRST International Film Festival.

Emma Warmerdam To Night:
(she/her) is a junior English literature major. If she isn’t obsessively reading or writing in 
a coffee shop right now, then she’s probably out surfing or swimming laps up and down a 
beach somewhere.

Lisa Wong Guns guns guns
(she/her) is a sophomore who enjoys trying any and all art forms. Originally from NYC 
(Staten Island represent), she loves learning about the people and world that surround her.
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 Austin Yi One Last Meet., Antiques and a Cactus in a Heavenly Light
(he/him) is a first-year student at Chapman University. He spends a lot of his time taking 
photos and making art and music. His main goal is to make clothing, design, music, art, and 
entertainment as his career. He posts art and photography through his art page @an.idea.
called.box on Instagram. His favorite food is pho.

Fish Young Tradition vs. Progression: Japan
(they/them) is a sophomore student who sometimes dresses like a clown. They are attempt-
ing to get an English degree and, eventually, health insurance. Currently, they are running 
a fictional sci-fi, horror comedy radio show on Chapman radio titled “The Fisheye Forecast.” 
The show is a satire on corporate spaces and has an ongoing plot about ‘the world that did 
not end’ set in a desert wasteland. You can find the show on YouTube under ‘Fisheye Young,’ 
or for more information, you can find Fish’s art account on Instagram @fisheyeyoung.

Heliotrope / Kalopsia 
graphic violence, sexual violence

to provide the half 
animal death

David 
graphic violence

Theophobia 
prejudiced language

Mango 
drug use, sexual content

Sore Throat 
disordered eating

The A’s of Post-Treatment Reintegration 
description of mental institutionalization

Twist-off 
talk of death

Colorado River 
talk of death, miscarriage

Saturday, 1:47 PM 
disordered eating 

mannequin stains 
self-harm or suicide

User’s Manual 
sexual content 

Ya Regrese
 immigration

Content Warnings 




